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Abstract 

Accounting regulation, like any other institution, must be legitimate in order to be complied 

with. A key component for the legitimacy achievement is a legitimate regulation process. 

Consequently, the legitimacy of the accounting regulation process has real economic 

consequences for society as a whole. By building on a framework of prerequisites for a 

legitimate standard-setting process, the study develops a theoretical model for the analysis of 

an accounting regulation process’ legitimacy. The empirical setting of the study is distinct from 

the empirical setting of the literature included in the literature review, as it captures the 

regulation process of the new municipal accounting act in Sweden. By analyzing all the official 

documents corresponding to the regulation process of the new municipal accounting act, the 

study analyses the legitimacy achievement of the accounting regulation process. The results of 

the study showcase a heavily politically influenced regulation process, where there were 

deficiencies with the legitimacy achievement. Based on the results of the study, avenues for 

further research are suggested.  
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1 Introduction 

Swedish municipalities and regions provide much of the services that form the welfare society 

that the Swedish population much takes for granted. These welfare services include schools, 

elder care, healthcare, public transportations, urban planning, and social services. As of 2016, 

the public sector accounted for 26 percent of the Swedish GDP (SCB, 2018). Thus, besides 

being important from a welfare providing perspective, the municipalities and regions also have 

a great impact on the Swedish economy. Municipalities and regions are politically administered 

organizations which calls for transparency (Brorström et al. 2014: 16) as it enables for political 

accountability. Furthermore, it is stated in the municipal act [KL1] that municipalities and 

regions are obliged to manage their operations with “good financial management” (KL 11:1) 

which, according to the law, means that the revenue exceeds the expenses during the fiscal 

year. Hence, the directive for resource management given in the law puts focus on financial 

reporting.  

 

The purpose of financial reports is to provide the reader with necessary information (Deegan 

& Ward, 2013: 4) that is adequate enough to serve as a basis for decision-making (Söderström 

and Sun, 2007; Brorström et al., 2014:102). The adequacy aspect captures the fact that the 

financial reports must give a true and fair account of reality to be credible (Brorström et al., 

2014:104). The decision-making that should be enabled by the financial reports of 

municipalities and regions concerns political accountability (RKR, 2014). Hence, the financial 

reports serve as a basis for evaluation of the political management of the operations. Having 

standardized and consistent financial reports severely facilitate the decision-making process of 

the stakeholders (Leuz, 2010) which is the main reason for providing financial accounting 

regulation. Accordingly, compliance with financial accounting regulation has real 

consequences for the decision-making process of the stakeholders as it facilitates it. But to be 

complied with, the accounting regulation must be legitimate (Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975). 

Empirical studies demonstrate that less than 70 percent of the accounting regulation for 

Swedish municipalities and regions is complied with (Falkman and Tagesson, 2008) which 

indicates a lack of legitimacy. Legitimacy is dependent on congruence between the behavior 

of an institution and the assumed shared beliefs of its social groups (Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975; 

Suchman, 1995). Thus, legitimacy of the accounting regulation is achieved when it corresponds 

                                                
1 KL = kommunallag (SFS 2017: 725) 
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with the general shared beliefs among stakeholders on what good accounting regulation is. The 

financial accounting regulation of municipalities and regions have intentionally been 

constituted to resemble the private sector regulation and its generally accepted accounting 

principles (Brorström et al., 2014: 80). It can be argued, that by resembling the more established 

accounting regulation of the private sector, the legitimacy of the local government regulation 

is enhanced.  

 

Thus, financial accounting regulation constitute the framework for financial reports and is 

highly dependent on being accepted as legitimate, and one key component for this legitimacy 

achievement is that the regulation results in financial reports that are true and fair to reality 

(Brorström et al., 2014:104; Johnson and Solomons, 1984). With regards to the financial 

accounting in municipalities and regions, there is an issue that has been discussed for decades 

and it concerns the accounting for post-employment benefits (Falkman & Tagesson, 2008). 

The accounting regulation prescribes an accounting method that reduces the transparency of 

the balance sheet. The method results in balance sheets where approximately 76 percent of the 

total debt related to the post-employment benefits of municipalities and regions are not 

included (SOU 2016_24). This method differs compared to the private sector accounting 

regulation for post-employment benefits. A strict application of accrual accounting principles 

and typical generally accepted accounting principles would showcase a more heavily debt-

ridden public sector: almost all regions and a third of the municipalities would have negative 

equity (more debt than assets) (ibid). Consequently, the accounting regulation for post-

employment benefits in municipalities and regions arguably fails to provide a true and fair 

description of reality. Further, it deviates from its analogy in the private sector accounting 

regulation.  

 

As of 1st of January 2019 new financial accounting regulation for municipalities and regions 

were put into place via the new municipal accounting act. One of the accounting issues that 

was specifically investigated before the establishment of the new law was the regulation for 

post-employment benefits. The expert group of the investigation suggested a change in the 

accounting regulation towards the method used in private sector accounting. Thus, a change 

towards improved transparency and resemblance with the private sector accounting regulation 

was suggested. However, against the expert groups’ suggestion and other stakeholders’ 

countenance, the Swedish parliament decided not to change the accounting regulation for post-

employment benefits. Accordingly, a less transparent, and in accounting setting unique 
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regulation, for post-employment benefits was kept. This has received criticism as it has been 

claimed that by not changing this accounting regulation, the parliament chose to keep a less 

transparent accounting principle for the sake of budget management control (Hägg & 

Johansson, 2018). Thus, the unchanged regulation for accounting for post-employment benefits 

result in a situation where there is incongruence on several matters: 

1. there is incongruence with the transparency enhancing dimension of the regulation as 

it does not give a good reflection of the underlying reality,  

2. there is incongruence with typical generally accepted accounting principles as it 

deviates from the private sector accounting regulation, and  

3. there is incongruence with several stakeholders’ general opinion on the matter.   

As legitimacy is dependent on congruence with the general shared beliefs (Dowling & Pfeffer, 

1975; Suchman, 1995), the above mentioned incongruences make it questionable whether the 

regulation is considered legitimate. Further, there is ample evidence of insufficient compliance 

with the accounting regulation (Falkman and Tagesson, 2008) which further signals a lack in 

legitimacy. One of the key components for the establishment of legitimate accounting 

regulation is the regulation process itself and its legitimacy (Johnson and Solomons, 1984). 

The regulation process of the new municipal act has resulted in accounting regulation which 

legitimacy may be questioned. As the legitimacy of the regulation process affects the 

legitimacy of the regulation (Johnson and Solomons, 1984), the potentially illegitimate 

outcome of the regulation process calls for an investigation on whether the regulation process 

of the new municipal accounting act achieved legitimacy.  

1.1 Purpose of the study and research question 

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether the regulation process of the new municipal 

accounting act strived to achieve legitimacy, and to get an understanding of the actual 

legitimacy of the process. By using the framework of Johnson and Solomons (1984), who were 

one of the first scholars to develop a framework capturing the legitimacy of accounting 

regulation processes, and other research in the field, the study develops a theoretical model for 

analyzing the legitimacy of the accounting regulation processes. The model is applied to the 

regulation process of the new municipal accounting act. Through this specific case, the study 

aims to gain a deeper understanding for the legitimacy of the accounting regulation process in 

a Swedish local government context. The research question of the study is as follows:  
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Did the regulation process of the new municipal accounting act strive to achieve 

legitimacy, and what was the outcome? 

 

The structure of the thesis is as follows. In the next chapter an account is given on accounting 

regulation processes. First, as accounting regulation is situation dependent, an account is given 

on the actual regulation and regulation context regarding the municipal/regional accounting 

regulation. Then the theoretical model of the thesis is derived from a literature review 

concerning the legitimacy in regulation processes. In the third chapter, the research strategy 

and design including the methodological choices is presented in order to portray the research 

process. It is followed by a description of the empirical findings, followed by an analysis of the 

empirical data. The final section of the thesis contains the conclusion and suggestions for future 

research.  
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2 Legitimacy of accounting regulation processes  

This chapter gives an account of a selection of existing research in the field of accounting 

regulation processes. The narration is structured around a framework of prerequisites for 

legitimacy in accounting regulation processes. Based on the literature review, a theoretical 

model for the study is derived. As accounting regulation is situation dependent, the chapter 

commence with an account of the accounting regulation for Swedish municipalities and 

regions, which is the setting of this study. The chapter then explores literature on the concept 

of legitimacy and its importance for the financial accounting regulation process.  

2.1 The setting: accounting regulation for Swedish municipalities and regions 

The structure of accounting regulation varies between countries and setting. For example, it 

could be completely structured around standards, which is the case of the IFRS2 and FASB3 

regulation, or it could be a combination of both legislation and standards, which is the case of 

the Swedish K-standards for corporations (BFN, 2017) and the regulation for Swedish 

municipalities and regions (Wikander, 2016). In this study, the word regulation compromises 

both accounting standards and accounting legislation. The IFRS regulation aims for providing 

globally accepted accounting regulation. The actual regulation is set through standards but 

companies listed on public stock exchanges are legally obliged to comply with the standards 

(IFRS Foundation, 2017). In the Swedish setting, the requirements to apply the IFRS standards 

is set through the EU directive 2014/65/EU and the annual accounts act [ÅRL]4. Due to its 

transnational spread, the enforcement system varies between countries with the IFRS 

regulation. This has received criticism from scholars such as Leuz (2010) as it leads to varying 

compliance between countries. The FASB issues accounting standards for the US private sector 

corporations and not-for-profit organizations, which they are authorized to do from the 

Securities and Exchange Commission (FASB; Zeff, 2002). As such, there is a governmental 

granting of the standard setting mandate of the FASB and also compliance requirements with 

significant sanctions for deviances (Zeff, 2002).  

 

                                                
2 IFRS = International Financial Reporting Standards. Developed by the international financial reporting 

standards foundation which is a not-for-profit corporation that establish financial accounting reporting standards 

for corporations (IFRS, 2017). 
3 FASB = The Financial Accounting Standards Board is the independent, private-sector, not-for-profit 

organization in the US that establishes financial accounting and reporting standards for public and private 

companies and not-for-profit organizations that follow Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) 

(FASB, 2019)  
4 Årsredovisningslag, ÅRL. 1995:1554 
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The accounting regulation of both corporations and municipalities/regions in the Swedish 

setting is set through a combination of law and standards. Both the annual accounts act and the 

municipal accounting act are framework laws to which complementing standards are issued 

which are referred to in the laws (Wikander, 2016). The municipal accounting act, both the 

former and first one from 1998 (SFS 1997:614) and the new from 2019 (SFS 2018:597), 

contain the principal regulation of the financial accounting of municipalities and regions. The 

aim with the law was to increase the harmonization and comparability between the financial 

reporting of municipalities and regions (Falkman & Tagesson, 2008). As the law is a 

framework law, additional regulation is needed to fully regulate the financial accounting. In 

the first chapter of the municipal accounting act, it is stated that generally accepted principles 

[GAAP] should be applied. GAAP for this regulation is derived by the council for municipal 

accounting (hereafter called RKR5). In parallel to the regulation process of the new municipal 

accounting act, RKR has formulated new standards that complement the law. As of November 

2018, RKR had published 14 new standards that complement the new municipal accounting 

act which jointly forms the GAAP that applies from 2019.  

 

The enforcement systems related to the accounting regulation of municipalities and regions is 

what is prescribed by the Swedish parliament through the municipal act [KL6]. The 

enforcement system comprises of the auditing mechanism. This enforcement system has been 

criticized for being ineffective and evidence holds that the compliance with the accounting 

regulations in municipalities and regions is insufficient (Donatella, 2016). Evidence holds that 

less than 70 percent of the regulation is complied with (Falkman and Tagesson, 2008). Scholars 

(Haraldsson & Tagesson, 2014; Wikander, 2016; Donatella, 2016) claim that a reason for the 

insufficient compliance with the municipal accounting regulation is the enforcement system 

related to the regulation, which comprises of the auditing function. The auditing of financial 

reports in municipalities and regions is done within the confines of the political system 

(Donatella, 2016). The requirement to have an external professional auditor is not established 

in municipalities and regions. Instead, the municipal act states that auditors are elected by the 

municipal or region council from the base of politically engaged members of the community. 

Hence, the reporting, reviewing, and auditing of accounting information is politically 

dependent with little external involvement or influence (Donatella, 2016; Haraldsson & 

                                                
5 Rådet för kommunal redovisning 
6 Kommunallag (SFS 2017:725) 
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Tagesson, 2014). Further, Donatella (2016) argues that as a consequence of lack of sanctions 

for violations of the accounting regulation, there are few practical incentives for denying 

discharge of liability due to insufficient compliance with the standards. This holds that even if 

the standard is improved per se, the insufficient compliance will remain due to the lack of 

sanctions and enforcement related to them (Falkman & Tagesson, 2008; Donatella, 2016; 

Haraldsson & Tagesson, 2014). 

 

The accounting regulation should prescribe accounting that provides the information needed 

by the stakeholders of the organization type. The reason and logic behind the regulation for 

corporations differs from what is a justifiable and logical for the public sector organizations 

(Lennard, 2007), such as municipalities and regions. This is due to the distinct difference in the 

nature of the operations of municipalities and regions and corporations which has a 

fundamental effect on the objective of the financial reports. The difference lies in the goal and 

resource structure, and is depicted in figure 1 below. The goal for corporations is to create 

financial resources (profit) through the use of activities. On the contrary, the goal of 

municipalities and regions is to provide activities (welfare services) which is done using 

financial resources (RKR, 2014).  

 

 Municipalities and regions For-profit corporations 

Goal Activities Financial resources 

Resource Financial resources Activities 

 

Figure 1. Goal and resource structure of organizations (source: RKR, 2014) 

 

The nature of the operations of the municipalities and regions is different from private 

businesses, and so is also the fund provision (Brignall & Modell, 2000). On average, 

approximately 80 percent of the income in Swedish municipalities and regions comes from the 

taxpayers and the remainder from dues related to the provided services (Brorström et al., 2014: 

43-44). Consequently, unlike the private sector where the investors (creditors and shareholders) 

are considered the superior stakeholder, municipalities and regions have taxpayers as their 

primary stakeholder (Brignall & Modell, 2000).  
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The differences in the nature of the operations and the stakeholders groups also has significant 

impact on the main objective of the financial reports. The primary objective of financial reports 

of corporations is decision usefulness from a valuation perspective as that is considered most 

important for investors (e.g. Pelger, 2016). On the contrary, the RKR states that the objective 

of the financial reports in Swedish municipalities and regions is to provide the basis for political 

accountability (RKR, 2014). Thus, the financial reports of municipalities and regions serve as 

the basis for economic and political decisions. It is used for the trial of discharge of liability for 

the years’ administration and to evaluate whether the organization fulfill the economic 

requirements of the law (SOU 2016_24). This brings a stewardship focus of the financial 

reports. Literature holds that there are two contrasting perspectives regarding the main 

objective of the financial reports: stewardship and valuation (e.g. Pelger, 2016). Stewardship 

concerns the accountability of the decision-makers of the organization meanwhile valuation 

concerns the ability for stakeholders to make proper assessments of future cash flows (Pelger, 

2016). Even though the perceived objective of municipal and regional financial reports differs 

from corporations’, the accounting regulation of municipalities and regions intentionally 

resembles the private sector accounting regulation (Brorström et al., 2014:80). Both the former 

and the new municipal accounting act is vastly influenced by the ÅRL, the equivalent corporate 

accounting regulation (SOU 2016_24). This holds that municipal and regional accounting aims 

to apply more corporate accounting practice as a means of achieving more transparency (ibid.). 

As municipalities and regions are political organizations, the transparency of their accounting 

is considered significantly important (Brorström et al., 2014:16) as it enables for political 

accountability and achievement of legitimacy.  

2.2 Legitimacy of accounting regulation  

Accounting regulation, like any other institution, must achieve legitimacy in order to be 

accepted and complied with (Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975). In general, legitimacy is necessary for 

any institution’s survival (Suchman, 1995; Fogarty, 1992). Legitimacy is a social concept 

dependent on congruence between the behavior of an institution and the assumed shared beliefs 

of its social groups (Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975; Suchman, 1995). Hence, the accounting 

regulation needs to be accepted by the vast majority of the accounting preparers and users in 

order to achieve legitimacy and also be complied with. Accounting regulation, as an institution, 

have an important role in society as it aims to ensure the accuracy of financial reports (Leuz, 

2010). These financial reports are demanded by outside stakeholders of organizations as they 
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do not possess access to all needed information about an organization (Deegan & Ward, 2013: 

4). As a result, there is a need for financial accounting information, and the accounting has real 

economic consequences as stakeholders’ decisions are made based on the information 

(Söderström and Sun, 2007; Leuz, 2010).  

 

However, the accounting regulation do not exist in a vacuum but is affected by outside factors 

such as the regulation process. Johnson and Solomons (1984) claim that an illegitimate 

accounting regulation is an outcome of an illegitimate regulatory process. In their paper from 

1984 they claim that the accounting standard-setting organization of FASB needs to have a 

legitimate standard-setting process in order to obtain legitimate accounting standards. The 

rationale is that an illegitimate regulation process results in an illegitimate accounting 

regulation, which results in bad economic consequences (Johnson & Solomons, 1984; Leuz, 

2010).  

 

Legitimacy in the accounting regulation process implies that legitimacy for the accounting 

regulation is achieved which results in compliance with the regulation. With higher 

compliance, the usefulness of financial reporting improves due to, for example, increased 

comparability between organizations. Also, most importantly, it meet its purpose of being 

useful for decision-making (Pelger, 2016). Consequently, the regulation process must achieve 

legitimacy in order to be complied with, and poor compliance could be a signal of illegitimate 

accounting regulation. Figure 2 projects the relationship between these components.  

 

Figure 2. The relationship between regulation process, legitimacy of regulation, and 

compliance with regulation  

 

The accounting regulation needs to be legitimate to be accepted and complied with, and as 

Johnson and Solomons (1984) argue, one of the means for making a regulation legitimate is 

through the regulation process. Much of the research on the accounting regulation processes 

concerns the IFRS and the FASB as they are the most influential regulatory bodies in the world 

economy. In this study, research on the accounting standard-setting processes of IFRS and the 
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FASB will be used to study the regulation process of the new municipal accounting act. The 

literature will be applicable to the case as there are several aspects with the processes that 

resembles each other. First, standards are often referred to as soft regulation as the adoption is 

voluntary, but due to the legislation surrounding the IFRS, FASB, and complementing 

standards to framework laws, the concerned organizations are obliged to apply these 

regulations. Thus, even though the study investigates the process of making a new municipal 

accounting act which is not voluntary for the organizations to apply, neither is it voluntary for 

the concerned corporations to apply the standards of the IFRS/FASB. Second, the actual 

regulation processes of the IFRS, FASB, and the Swedish legislative process much resembles 

each other as it follows the same structure, see figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Accounting regulation process 

 

This section has touched upon the subject of accounting regulation and its related regulation 

process. Also, it has described the concepts of legitimacy and why it is important in the 

accounting regulation process context. The following section will describe the legitimacy of 

the accounting regulation process and the dimensions that enables for achieved legitimacy.  

2.3 Legitimacy of the accounting regulation process 

The legitimacy of accounting regulation is one of the factors that determines the usefulness of 

the financial reports. Before a new regulation is issued, it goes through a regulation process. If 

this process is legitimate and comprehensive it serves as a means for safeguarding that the 

regulation is legitimate (Johnson & Solomons, 1984). One of the first authors to develop a 

framework capturing the legitimacy of an accounting regulation process were Johnson and 

Solomons (1984) as they investigated the accounting standard-setting process of FASB. Their 

framework consists of three dimensions: sufficient authority, substantive due process, and 

procedural due process, which given the right combination enables for institutional legitimacy 

of an accounting regulation process. Figure 4 showcases the framework and is taken from their 

article (Johnson & Solomons, 1984:175).  
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Figure 4. Prerequisite conditions for the institutional legitimacy of an accounting standard-

setting process 

 

According to Johnson and Solomons (1984) sufficient authority in an accounting regulation 

process is achieved if the regulatory body has a clear mandate from the parliament7 and possess 

sufficient competence. Procedural due process concerns the fact that all stakeholders should 

be given the opportunity to express their opinions and influence the regulation process. The 

third dimension, substantive due process, concerns the exercise of authority which must be 

justifiable given the circumstances and the declared rules that must be considered logical and 

rational given the circumstances (Johnson & Solomons, 1984). The framework was established 

in 1984 and laid the foundation for studies of legitimacy in accounting regulation processes. 

Since then, ample research related to these dimensions has been conducted by other scholars 

which will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter.  

2.3.1 Authority 

The authority dimension of the framework is twofold; there is one aspect that concerns the 

actual regulatory body’s mandate, and one aspect that concerns the competence of the 

regulatory body (Johnson & Solomons, 1984). The importance of the competence of the 

regulatory body is stressed in Durocher et al. (2018) who investigate the stakeholders’ 

perception of legitimacy of the regulation process. Their research shows that financial report 

users’ perception of the legitimacy of the regulation process is affected by the competence of 

the regulatory body. Especially, the involvement of accounting experts enhance the users’ 

perception of legitimacy (ibid). Wallace (1990) stresses that competence is one of the 

                                                
7 The authors use the term congress as the argumentation is based on the American setting 
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international accounting standard committee´s (IASC), the former IASB, survival strategies. 

By a high degree of professional skills within the board of the IASC, the quality of their 

established regulations is considered ensured (ibid). However, as the IASC lacks a clear 

mandate from a government agency, the author argues, it also lacks sufficient authority (ibid). 

Consequently, in order to obtain sufficient authority the regulatory body needs both a clear 

mandate through a government agency and competence. There are also potential downsides 

with a mandate issued by a government agency. According to Fogarty et al. (1994), having a 

government based mandate makes the regulation process political which may result in a 

reduction of the regulatory body´s independence and by that its power (Fogarty et al., 1994). 

As a result, the regulation process feeds a discussion of self-interested parties which contradicts 

the fact that a regulatory body should provide neutral regulations with no regards to the effects 

on individual self-interests (ibid).  

 

The framework of Johnson and Solomons (1984) do not include the enforcement system in 

their authority concept. The enforcement system related to the regulation process of the FASB 

standards, which is studied by Johnson and Solomons (1984), is severely strong as there are 

clear sanctions related to violations with the regulation (FASB; Zeff, 2002). Accordingly, 

compliance issues were assumedly less evident in their studied setting than evidence holds for 

the Swedish setting of municipalities and regions. The enforcement system has a significant 

impact on the actual compliance of the regulation (Leuz, 2010). The enforcement system is 

part of an overriding administration that affects the behavior of stakeholders. As such, it could 

be argued that the enforcement system is part of a larger authority concept, and hence should 

be included in the analysis. A strong enforcement system signals that the authoritative 

administration considers compliance as important. Evidence for the importance of the signaling 

value can be found in the Swedish setting, where the transit from soft regulation of standards 

to legislation for accounting regulation meant a fundamental regime change since law is not 

voluntary to apply (Tagesson & Eriksson, 2011). Research holds that a weak enforcement 

system, with a lack of coercive pressure such as sanctions, results in insufficient compliance 

with accounting regulation (Falkman & Tagesson, 2008; Donatella, 2016; Haraldsson & 

Tagesson, 2014; Wikander, 2016). Further, scholars have demonstrated that the interest from 

stakeholders to participate in the regulation process increase when there is an institution that 

has the power to sanction deviant action (Zeff, 2002). Consequently, it seems as if strong 

enforcement systems has a legitimizing effect in itself as it demonstrates the importance of 

compliance with the regulation. Further it results in a situation where the stakeholders are 
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motivated to engage in the regulation process to ensure that the regulation is acceptable, which 

positively affects the legitimacy of the regulation process through other dimensions of the 

framework.   

2.3.2 Due process   

The second dimension of the framework for institutional legitimacy of a regulation process is 

procedural due process where the importance for stakeholders to be part in the regulation 

process is stressed (Johnson & Solomons, 1984). Having a due process improves the legitimacy 

of the concerned accounting regulations (Wingard et al. 2016). Durocher et al. (2018) study 

how financial analysts, as one of the major stakeholders of financial reports, perceive the 

legitimacy of the regulatory body. Their results hold that regulatory bodies could affect and 

improve their perceived legitimacy by seeking input from the users of financial reports (ibid). 

Additionally, a means of improving legitimacy is to promote the users of financial reports to 

participate in the due process and assign them seats in the regulatory body and, hence, make 

the users more influential in the regulation process (Durocher et al, 2018). As a result, Johnson 

and Solomons’ (1984) institutional legitimacy dimensions about procedural due process and 

substantive due process are reinforced by Durocher et al (2018) who are stating that when 

financial report users are making their legitimacy assessment, they are probably considering 

their ability to participate in the process, the fairness of the process, and the quality of the 

resulting regulation. Conversely, ignoring or being unresponsive to stakeholders could harm 

the perceived legitimacy of the regulatory body (Durocher et al, 2018).  

 

Participation and influence from different stakeholders have the potential to increase the 

perceived legitimacy of the regulation process. Nevertheless, the strongest established body of 

knowledge tend to shape the debate and limit further discussions and proposals (Pelger, 2016). 

Further, Pelger’s (2016) study shows that in the case of the revision of the conceptual 

framework for accounting, the FASB, as the strongest regulatory body, dominated in their 

advocacy of the objective of decision usefulness, meanwhile opponents, that was promoting 

stewardship as the main objective, were more or less ignored. As a result, the FASB ideas were 

taken-for-granted and alternative ideas were rejected or not even considered. The dominant 

position of a strong participant is confirmed by Durocher et al. (2018) who claim that in the 

comment letters in the regulation process of the IASB, US proposals through the FASB had 

significantly more influence than other stakeholders such as accounting firms and UK standard-

setters. Wingard et al. (2016) hold that in the IASB regulation processes of IFRS 9 and 13, the 
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most influential stakeholders were countries that belongs to the G20, which are the strongest 

economies of the world. As a result, affected parties, such as small individual countries and 

auditing firms had no sufficient influence in the regulation process but still needed to adopt the 

IFRS regulation.  

 

The legitimacy of a regulation process could be harmed if some affected parties are excluded 

in the regulation process (Wingard et al., 2016). Especially, when the regulation orbiting a 

controversial subject with major effects on the accounting figures (Zeff, 2002). Additionally, 

research reveal that due-process participants, especially preparers, accountants and national 

regulatory bodies, are more active in the regulation processes when the proposed regulation 

will have a significant impact in the corporate accounting numbers (Jorissen et al. 2012). This 

effect is even greater when there is a strong enforcement system related to the accounting 

regulation that sanction deviant behavior. For example, Zeff (2002) demonstrates how 

stakeholders lobby for their personal interests to a greater extent when there is a strong 

enforcement system related to the accounting regulation. Consequently, the regulatory process 

is affected by the institutional setting of the accounting regulation including the enforcement 

system. 

2.3.3 Justifiable and logical base for regulation 

The framework of Johnson and Solomons (1984) stresses the importance of a justifiable and 

logical base for regulation. Further, Durocher et al. (2018) claim that the regulatory body could 

elevate their legitimacy by providing users with more detailed explanations of how the 

regulations take the public interest into account. The need for a rational base for regulation is 

also stated in Leuz (2010), as Leuz argues that the underlying rationale for the regulation affects 

how and what should be regulated. Consequently, as the stakeholders vary between different 

types of organizations, a common approach in countries is to enforce different reporting 

regulation for different types of organizations. In the Swedish setting this is apparent in, for 

example, the K-standards for Swedish corporations and a separate accounting law and 

standards for the local government accounting. It could be argued that the main stakeholders 

of an organization have severe impact on the underlying rationale for the financial reporting. 

The need for financial reporting lies in the fact that outside stakeholders (investors) is not 

granted access to all desired information about an organization (e.g. Deegan & Ward, 2013: 4). 

Accordingly, major international regulatory bodies, such as IFRS and FASB, prioritize 

investors when they are formulating new regulations (Durocher et al., 2018; Pelger, 2016).  
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Johnson and Solomons (1984) argue that the substantive due process criterion is met if another 

body would come to the same conclusion given the same circumstances. In this case, the 

authors stress the importance of eliminating arbitrary and biased behavior. The same 

argumentation is brought forward by Durocher et al (2018). Their research shows that the 

stakeholders’ perception of legitimacy of the regulation process is affected by the regulatory 

body’s independence and its (lack) of bias (ibid). Also Zeff (2002) emphasizes the importance 

of regulatory bodies’ independence. The author concludes his investigation of the political 

lobbying in regulation processes with the statement that a sound and useful financial reporting 

is dependent on a regulatory body that do not retreat from sensitive and controversial issues in 

need of high-quality regulation (ibid.).  

 

The conclusion set forward by Zeff (2002) concerns situations where the topic at hand is 

delicate. Also it gives the impression that the accounting regulation is determined by the 

regulatory body. However, research shows that the topics on the agenda of the regulatory body 

are those that are acknowledged in regulatory space (Young, 1994). Regulatory space includes 

not only the regulatory body, but also the government, auditors and preparers of financial 

reports (ibid). Further, research shows that many decisive decisions are based on taken-for-

granted information (Sahlin & Wedlin, 2008; Lennard, 2007).  

2.4 Theoretical model 

The literature review has explored the existing research in the field of legitimacy of accounting 

regulation processes. Building on the framework of Johnson and Solomons (1984) and the 

other research included in the literature review, a theoretical model is derived for the analysis 

of this study. The model is presented below in figure 5. As the theoretical model and the 

framework of Johnson and Solomons (1984) captures, accounting regulation do not exist in a 

vacuum but is situation dependent and should conform with the needs of the stakeholders. 

Therefore, for the benefit of the analysis of the empirical findings, the literature review has also 

covered the setting of accounting regulation for municipalities and regions. The theoretical 

model precede from the dimensions of Johnson and Solomons’ framework and further includes 

three to four essential components within each dimension that has been derived through the 

literature review.  
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Figure 5. Theoretical model: achievement of legitimacy in the accounting regulation process 

 

The components of the authority dimension is “regulation mandate”, “competence”, 

“independence,” and “enforcement system”. The “regulation mandate” component concerns 

the regulatory body’s authority to enforce a regulation, which is intuitively easy to motivate as 

a prerequisite for authority. The “competence” component concerns the knowledge of the 

authoritative body which is important for the quality of the proposed regulation and also has 

reported effects on the perceived legitimacy of the regulation process. The third component, 

“independence”, concerns how independent the authoritative body is. Higher degree of 

independence is considered to result in unbiased accounting regulation and improve the power 

of the regulatory body. The fourth component is the “enforcement system”. The literature 

review has demonstrated that weak enforcement system signals less importance of the 

regulation which impede the legitimacy of the regulation. Further it has demonstrated that a 

strong enforcement system motivate stakeholders to participate in the regulation process, which 

positively affects the legitimacy of the regulation process through the due-process dimension.  

 

The second dimension is due process which includes the components; “existing due process” 

meaning whether there even was a due process or not. “Participating stakeholders” is the 

second component which explains which stakeholders that were involved in the due process. 

Evidence holds that stakeholder participation in a due process has a positive impact on the 

regulation process. The last component is “sufficient influence from stakeholders” that entails 

whether stakeholders had influence in the due process. Stakeholder influence is important in a 
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due process, however, there is a fine line between too little and too much influence. The logic 

behind is that too little entails that there is no purpose to participate in the process at all 

meanwhile too much influence risks to feed a discussion of self-interested parties.   

 

The third dimension base for regulation has “aligned with the purpose of financial reports” as 

its first component. The component concerns whether the proposed accounting regulation 

would provide the information that is needed by the main stakeholders. The second component 

is “independent and unbiased decisions” which entails whether the decisions were made based 

on a logical and rational ground or if it was influenced by political forces. “Consensus on the 

need for regulation” is the third component, implying that participants agreed that there was a 

need for the regulation in the first place.   
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3 Method 

This chapter describes the research strategy and design of the thesis including the choice of 

case. Further, the chapter details the method for data selection, collection, and coding 

including the methodological procedures for the coding and analysis of data. Moreover, there 

is a discussion on the qualitative aspects of the study and also on some ethical considerations.  

3.1 Research strategy and design  

The study aimed to investigate whether the regulation process of the new municipal accounting 

act strived to achieve legitimacy, and to understand the actual legitimacy of the process. The 

legitimacy of accounting regulation processes of Swedish municipalities and regions has not 

been studied to a big extent before, however, the legitimacy of accounting regulation processes 

is not a new research area. For example, Johnson and Solomons (1984) provide a framework 

of the legitimacy of the standard-setting process of FASB. This study used the framework of 

Johnson and Solomons combined with other relevant literature as a means of exploring whether 

the regulation process of the new accounting regulation for Swedish municipalities and regions 

strived to achieve legitimacy and to understand the actual legitimacy outcome of the process. 

The study had its origination in previous research. However, the study also had an open mindset 

where the theoretical background only served as a guidance for the data collection and analysis, 

where the focal point was to explore if legitimacy was sought after in the process and if it was 

achieved. Accordingly the study had an abductive approach (Bryman & Bell, 2015: 27). Yet, 

the study had the potential to generate a generalization of the establishment of legitimacy in an 

accounting regulation process through the theoretical model (Svensson & Ahrne, 2011: 29). 

The reason to this is the fact that the study used a clear and well-formulated theoretical 

proposition as the foundation for the analysis and hence it could be confirmed or falsified, 

which made a generalization of the theory possible (Yin, 1994: 30). 

 

By using an abductive research approach, the study aimed to investigate the achievement of 

legitimacy in an accounting regulation process. Legitimacy is a social concept of acceptance 

dependent of its context formed by various stakeholders. Consequently, the study strived for 

deeper understanding of the stakeholders’ thinking, which made an interpretive approach 

suitable according to Bryman and Bell (2015: 28). The combination of abductive reasoning and 

interpretive approach is a common combination among scholars (Bryman & Bell, 2015: 26). 

To further deepen the understanding of the financial accounting regulation process in 

municipalities, the study did not investigate the regulation process in isolation but strived to 
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understand the historical arguments and the setting surrounding the new law. Accordingly, the 

literature review presented in chapter two captures the specifics of the studied setting. 

Therefore, the study also had features of a process approach, which according to Bryman and 

Bell (2011: 412) means including an understanding for how historical events shape the current 

reality, which was suitable for this study. For example, with the deeper understanding for the 

context the study was able to understand and analyze the base of regulation, which is one of 

the dimensions in the theoretical model for the legitimacy achievement in an accounting 

regulation process. 

3.1.1 Case study 

The abductive reasoning and interpretivist approach held in this study called for a qualitative 

approach (Bryman & Bell, 2015: 38). Also, the study was more interested in the meaning of 

words rather than numbers, which made a qualitative research appropriate (ibid). Furthermore, 

the study aimed to explore one specific regulation process in depth and hence a single case 

study strategy was chosen. The chosen case represents a controversial and critical case which 

made it appropriate to investigate in depth (Yin, 1994:38).  

 

One advantage with the case study strategy was the fact that the study could, besides investigate 

the phenomenon itself, take the context into consideration which was important since the 

accounting regulation process is situation dependent. The specifics of the studied case was that 

it concerns the accounting regulation for Swedish municipalities and regions. These 

organizations are politically controlled through democratic structures, provide welfare services 

with no profit incentives, are entitled to tax their inhabitants, their existence is protected 

through constitutional law, and the accounting regulation is determined in law (KL 1th chapter; 

RF8 14th chapter). Yin (1994: 3) holds that a case study is appropriate when the research 

phenomenon is hard to study in isolation, and where the boundaries between the phenomenon 

and its context are hard to detect. Previous research about regulation processes concerns 

different contexts. Tis study investigates the regulation process of the new municipal 

accounting act, which means a Swedish local government context. Additionally, a case study 

is stated to be suitable to answer “why” and “whether” research questions and this study was 

interested in whether the regulation process strived to achieve legitimacy in the regulation 

process of the new municipal accounting act. Consequently, the need for an understanding of 

                                                
8 Kungörelse (SFS 1974:152) om beslutad ny regeringsform 
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the context and the study’s exploratory characteristics were the main arguments for having a 

case study strategy (Yin, 1994: 3).  

 

A single case study strategy has the potential to confirm, challenge and extend an existing 

theory if the propositions in that theory are clearly stated (Yin, 1994: 38). This study used well-

formulated theories as the foundation for the research design. The theory used has clearly stated 

that a regulation process achieves legitimacy through three dimensions. The case study was 

used to detect whether the dimensions held true in a Swedish local government context or if 

there were other more relevant factors that determined the legitimacy (or the lack of legitimacy) 

in the accounting regulation process in this case. Further, by using a case study, the thesis could 

elaborate on the specifics of the enforcement system related to the actual case. Another reason 

why a single case study design was suitable in this study was the fact that it used a unique case 

in terms of its context (Yin, 1994:39). Even though the legitimacy of accounting regulation 

processes have been studied before, extensive research has not been done in a Swedish local 

government context, which makes it specific compared to former research.  

3.1.2 Description of the case 

The case in this case study is the regulation process of the new municipal accounting act. The 

process concerns a law, and hence follows the Swedish legislative process, which much 

resembles the regulation processes described in the theory chapter. The timeline of the 

regulation process in this case is depicted in figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. Timeline of the regulation process of the new municipal accounting act 

 

The process of changing the financial accounting regulation of the Swedish municipalities and 

regions started in 2014 when the government decided to pursue a public enquiry on the 

municipal accounting act. A committee was appointed which consisted of 12 experts within 
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the field: representatives from governmental departments (the Ministry of Finances, the 

Ministry of Enterprises, and The Swedish National Financial Management Authority), certified 

and chartered accountants from three out of four Big Four auditing firms, and representatives 

from professional organizations in the field (the Association for Economists in Municipalities, 

SALAR, the Swedish Accounting Standards Board, and RKR). The committee presented their 

commission report in early 2016 which were presented for various stakeholders who were 

asked to comment on the commission report; the so called referral round which lasted five 

months during 2016. In the early 2018 the government bill were proposed which was accepted 

by the parliament.  

3.2 Literature review 

The literature search for the narrative literature review were conducted mainly through the 

electronic databases of Uppsala University but also Google scholar were used as a complement 

in order to find relevant articles. Search keywords were “standard-setting process”, 

“legitimacy”, “public sector”, “local government accounting regulation”, “enforcement 

system”, “accounting regulation” and “due process”. The sample of articles were set through 

criteria such as how relevant the article was for the research question of the study, how many 

times the article had been cited, and how current the article was. Consequently, earlier key 

research and theories were found. Other sources that were used was, for example, the websites 

of professional organizations in the field such as RKR and the Swedish Parliament.  

3.3 Data selection and data collection 

The data selection and data collection for the case study consisted of documents from the 

regulation process of the new municipal accounting act described in section 3.1.2, including 

the commission report, referral round response documents, the proposal referred to the Council 

on Legislation for consideration, the government bill, and the new law. Sweden has a high 

degree of transparency in the public sector ensured through the rights-of-access principle. By 

law, Swedish citizens are entitled to read official documents of public authorities. The 

documents used in this study are classified as such official documents. Accordingly, the 

collection of data was conducted through a request to the government office for all the comment 

letters related to the suggested changes in municipal accounting act, SOU 2016:24, and by 

browsing the website of the government office where the commission report, the proposal 

referred to the Council on Legislation for consideration, and the government bill were 

published.   
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There were several advantages with these documents as the foundation for the empirical data 

selection. Firstly, the collection of documents are inclusive as it covers all the official 

documents that were produced in the studied regulation process. Secondly, through the 

collection of documents, the study was able to follow the development of arguments and 

discussions during the regulation process. The arguments that arose during the process could 

later be analyzed as a mean of capturing the legitimacy achievement of the process. Thirdly, 

the documents were not created for the purpose of this study and, as a result, their validity were 

enhanced and the risk for biases in the data were mitigated due to the fact that the data were 

not influenced or affected by the study (Bryman & Bell, 2015:554; Yin, 1994:80). 

Consequently, the use of the selected documents were suitable with the interpretivist approach 

of this study as the documents enable for an understanding of the regulation process of the new 

law. Through that, the empirical findings and the theoretical background could be understood 

and analyzed.  

3.4 Coding and analysis of data including methodological procedures 

The coding and analysis of the empirical data were done in parallel. This is appropriate in a 

qualitative study due to the extensive and complex data that is gathered (Bryman & Bell, 2015: 

395; 588). In accordance with those recommendations, the coding and analysis were done 

directly after the data collection. In order to reduce the risk of bias, the coding of the documents 

was done jointly by both the students of the study.  

 

The study had a clear theoretical proposition that served as a guide for the analysis of data. 

According to Yin (1994: 103), that is the most advocated strategy when analyzing the data of 

a case study. By using concepts from the theoretical background, the analysis of the documents 

became more focused. Coding is one of the key components of a data analysis (Bryman & Bell, 

2015: 584) and accordingly the collected documents were coded. In order to facilitate the 

coding, the software program NVivo was used, which enabled for distinguishing key 

components (Bryman & Bell, 2015: 608). From the key components common concepts were 

generated. From that significant and frequent concepts emerged and the concepts were 

elaborated into categories. During this process relationships between the categories were 

discovered (Bryman & Bell, 2015: 595). As this study had an abductive approach the key 

components and categories from the coding were analyzed together with the theoretical 

framework in order to distinguish similarities and differences.  
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The dimensions of the theoretical model for achievement of legitimacy of the accounting 

regulation process presented in figure 5, namely; authority, base for regulation, and due 

process, are translated into the empirical setting as follows. Authority concerns the regulatory 

body and its regulatory system including enforcement. The regulatory process studied in this 

thesis concerns the accounting regulation of municipalities and regions which is regulated 

through framework law and complementing GAAP recommendations. Accordingly, the 

authority dimension concerns the parliament, which is the legislative body in Sweden who 

constitute the framework law (Municipal accounting act), and the RKR who stipulate the 

GAAP for municipalities and regions. Furthermore, the dimension includes the enforcement 

system related to the combined accounting regulation of the framework law and the RKR 

recommendations, which is the auditing institution. The base for regulation dimension is 

situation dependent. It captures whether the suggested regulation meets the demands set from 

the underlying need for the accounting regulation. Thus, the dimension incorporates whether 

the regulation may result in financial reports that fulfil the objective of the financial reports. In 

the case of municipalities and regions, political accountability is the main objective of the 

reports. Further, the dimension states that the regulation needs to be generally accepted and 

considered independent and unbiased. The third dimension of the theoretical model for 

achievement of legitimacy of the accounting regulation process is due process. Due process 

means that concerned stakeholders are involved in a structured process and solicited to express 

their opinions about the suggested regulation changes. In the studied case, the due process 

dimension correspond with the referral round in the legislative process. In table 1, some key 

theoretical concepts are translated into its empirical counterpart.   

 

Theoretical concepts Empirical concepts 

Regulatory body Parliament and RKR 

Regulation setting Legislative process of the new municipal 

accounting act 

Enforcement system Sanctions, supervising authority, penal code 

Regulation corresponds with main objective 

of financial reports 

Political accountability 

Due process Referral round 

Due process response documents  Response letters  
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Stakeholders  Municipalities, regions, government 

departments, trade organizations, taxpayers 

Table 1. Operationalization of theoretical concepts 

 

In order to properly understand the regulation process of the new municipal accounting act, the 

study embraced the documents in chronological order. Hence, the commission report was read 

first, followed by the referral round response documents, and finally the government bill. By 

reading the commission report, the study was able to detect what issues that was investigated 

by the expert group in the regulation process. The focus was to detect the issues and the main 

arguments for the related suggestions presented in the report. Thirteen issues were detected 

when reading the commission report which served as the basis for the coding of the referral 

round response documents. However, during the coding of the referral round response 

document new themes emerged. The study wanted to explore how the different respondents 

were positioned to the suggested changes and, therefore, the coding of the referral round 

response documents were more detailed than for the commission report. The coding captured 

whether the participants agreed, partially agreed, or disagreed with the suggestion, including 

the arguments used. Also, as the study was interested in knowing how different types of 

stakeholders responded, “stakeholder type” became a theme. Further, it was charted how many 

of the respondents that participated despite not being on the referral document of the 

commission report, how many of the prompted organizations that chose not to participate, and 

if the organization gave a general agreement with the commission report or if it commented on 

specific issues. The coding scheme of the referral round response letters is depicted in figure 

7. The government bill were studied to identify what actions were taken based on the 

suggestions of the commission report and the responses from the referral round.  
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Figure 7. Coding scheme of referral round response documents 

3.6 Trustworthiness and authenticity  

One of the most important aspects of a qualitative study is its trustworthiness (Bryman & Bell, 

2015:51; Svensson & Ahrne, 2011:26). According to Svensson and Ahrne (2011:27) a study 

gains trust, among other factors, through transparency. Further, the authors argue, transparency 

is obtained through a revealing methodological procedure (ibid). This study ensured 

transparency through the detailed disclosure of the method for data selection, collection, 

coding, and analysis. Additionally, the documents that were processed as the empirical data are 

official documents of public authorities, which made the data transparent per se. Yin (1994: 

80) states that there are several weaknesses with using documents; for example if the collection 

of documents is incomplete, the tendency for biased selectivity increase. Also, Yin (1994: 80) 

states that there is a risk for denied access to documents that is important for the case study. 

However, this study had a complete data collection of documents and had no access limitations 

due to the right-of-access principle. In addition to the empirical data, the study enhanced the 

understanding for the context of accounting regulation for municipalities and regions by 

devoting it a section in the literature review. With a deeper understanding of the context, the 

study mitigated the risk of omitting relevant factors in the analysis (Yin, 1994: 79). As a result, 

it improved the trustworthiness of the study. Furthermore, theoretical generalization is 

considered to increase the trustworthiness of a study (Svensson & Ahrne, 2011: 29). This study 

used a theoretical model derived from previous research as a tool for the data analysis.  The 

findings of the study add to the total understanding of legitimacy in accounting regulation 

processes and bring insight to how situation bound differences impact on the legitimacy 
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achievement. By this, the study contributes to the theoretical generalization of legitimacy 

achievement in accounting regulation processes.  

 

Also, in addition to trustworthiness, for a qualitative study, Bryman and Bell argue, authenticity 

is a paramount quality criteria (2015: 403). A means for achieving authenticity is to portray the 

empirical information in a fair way (ibid). The study strived for fairness and transparency in 

the empirical description and analysis, for example via the methodological framework of 

coding and analysis of the data.     

3.7 Ethical considerations 

According to Bryman and Bell (2015) there are four ethical principles that should be considered 

when doing a study. The first mentioned is harm to participants, which implies that the study 

should not cause personal harm to the participants of the study (2015: 135). The second ethical 

area is lack of informed consent (2015: 139). Thirdly, invasion of privacy (2015:143). The last 

area is deception (2015: 144). There were no individual participants in this study as the 

foundation of the empirical data came from official documents of public authorities. 

Consequently, the main ethical principles described above are not considered an issue in this 

study. There are, however, other ethical and legal considerations to acknowledge as well. For 

example, data management, mainly the right to use the data and what information to reveal, is 

mentioned in Bryman and Bell (2015:146). Being official documents the information in the 

empirical data is available to all Swedish citizens and as such do not contain information that 

should be kept secret. Hence, by staying true to the information in the documents and 

transparent in the analysis method, the ethical considerations were managed in this study.  

3.8 Methodological limitations 

The selection of data that was collected for this study brings certain limitations concerning 

what conclusions that may be drawn from the study. All the empirical data were related to the 

actual regulation process, and hence brought insight to whether legitimacy was strived for in 

the regulation process and also insight about the legitimacy that was actually achieved in the 

regulation process. The data do not, however, contain information about whether the resulting 

regulation was legitimate. Extending the data collection could have enabled for such 

conclusions. For example, if interviews had been conducted with various stakeholders with the 

purpose to capture their perception of the created regulation, conclusions could also have been 

drawn about the legitimacy of the actual regulation.    
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4 Empirical findings  

This chapter describes the empirical findings of this study. The documents studied in this thesis 

are those created in the legislative process of the new municipal accounting act. The chapter 

is structured based on the timeframe of the construction of the studied documents. Accordingly 

it begins with an account of the commission report. Second comes an account of the response 

documents from the referral round. And third, an account is given on the government bill and 

the new law.  

4.1 Commission report 

On the 28 of August 2014 the government decided to start an investigation regarding the 

municipal accounting act (1997:614). For the investigation, a committee consisting of 12 

experts were appointed. The results of the investigation were presented in the commission 

report, SOU 2016_24, in March 2016. According to the directives, the investigation should at 

least cover the following issues: accounting for post-employment benefits, financing of post-

employment benefits, consolidated financial statements, interim report, compliance with law 

and recommendations, and separate financial reporting9. In addition, seven more issues were 

included in the investigation. The premises for the suggestions in the report were, according to 

the commission report, that the foundational viewpoint for the accounting regulation should be 

the same as in private sector accounting while, at the same time, consideration needed to be 

taken to the certain characteristics of the local government context. The suggestions presented 

in the report “consistently aim for providing a more true and fair accounting, increased 

transparency, and increased comparability” (SOU 2016_24: 24) [our translation]. The report 

consists of 432 pages structured in 20 chapters, where chapter 4-16 contains the suggestions 

related to the investigated issues. Appendix 1 contains a summary of all the investigated issues. 

In the following, a narrative account is given for the issues in the commission report that 

received most comments in the referral round and that are of most relevance for this thesis. The 

description is focused on the main concepts of the suggestions.  

4.1.1 Accounting for post-employment benefits 

Post-employment benefits constitutes a large part of the liabilities in municipalities and regions. 

At the time for the investigation, post-employment benefits originating from earlier than 1998 

were accounted for as contingent liabilities whereas post-employment benefits originating from 

                                                
9 Redovisning av kommunala avtalspensioner, finansiering av pensionsförpliktelser, sammanställd redovisning, 

delårsrapporter, efterlevnad av lag och normering, särredovisning.  
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1998 and onwards were accounted for as provisions. The post-employment benefits accounted 

for as contingent liabilities make up for approximately 76 percent of the total post-employment 

liability in the sector. The contingent liabilities are calculated to be eliminated, due to the age 

of the recipients, at 2050.  

 

The investigation covers three options for the future accounting for post-employment benefits, 

of which the investigation suggests one. There are major differences between the three options, 

which are accounted for in the commission report. In table 2 (alternated from SOU 2016_24: 

128) a brief description is given regarding the suggested method (full-funding method) and the 

at the time current method (mixed method). 

 Balance sheet Income statement 

Full-funding 

method 

(suggested 

method) 

All post-employment benefits 

are accounted for as provisions 

Expenses consists of  

1) post-employment benefits 

originating from the actual year 

2) indexation of the total post- 

employment benefits  

Mixed 

method 

(at the time 

actual 

method) 

Post-employment benefits 

originating from earlier than 

1998 are accounted for as 

contingent liabilities 

 

Post-employment benefits 

originating from 1998 and 

onwards are accounted for as 

provisions 

Expenses consists of  

1) post-employment benefits 

originating from the actual year 

2) Indexation of the post-

employment benefits origination 

from 1998 and onwards 

3) payment of post-employment 

benefits originating from earlier 

than 1998 

Table 2. Effects on balance sheet and income statement using two different accounting 

methods 

 

The suggestion put forward in the commission report is to change to the full-funding method. 

The use of the full-funding method would lead more volatile expenses compared to the mixed 

method due to higher sensitivity to the general economic situation in the country, but on 

average the expenses would be lower. With a transition to the full-funding method almost all 

the regions and approximately a third of the municipalities would have negative equity (more 

debt than assets). In contrast to private corporations, negative equity do not lead to liquidation 

as the municipalities and regions are constitutionally protected. Negative equity would, 

however, signal bad finances. One of the reasons for the suggested transition to the full-funding 

method is that the mixed method diverge from basic accrual accounting principles and that the 
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transparency is adversely affected with the mixed method. Further, in the private sector post-

employment benefits are accounted for as provisions. 

 

Additionally, the commission report suggests that expenses due to changed assumptions in the 

calculations of the post-employment benefits liability (life and discount rate) should be 

excluded in the balance requirements10. 

4.1.2 Income statement and balance sheet 

The commission report suggests several changes in the income statement and balance sheet. 

One of the suggestions is the removal of the prescription that changes in equity goes through 

the income statement of the fiscal year. However, the clean surplus principle is still prescribed 

by the law, meaning that the suggestion does not have any practical implications. Also, the 

commission report suggests that the income statement should contain three distinct result 

levels; operational result, result after financial items and the annual result11. The rational is that 

there should be a more explicit focus on the operational result. In addition, the commission 

report proposes a new formation of the income statement.  

4.1.3 Consolidated financial statements 

Municipalities and regions can chose to perform their operations through enterprises. In that 

case consolidated financial reports and financial statements should be presented in the annual 

report. It is argued that the consolidated financial statements contain information that is 

necessary to understand the organization and to evaluate it through perspectives such as 

democracy, efficiency and governance. Therefore, it is argued in the commission report, 

regulation about the consolidated financial statements should be part of the new law and not 

only regulated through RKR recommendations. A change of wording from municipal concern 

to municipal group is suggested in the commission report. Further, it is stated that the 

consolidation should be done using either a proportional method (main principle) or the equity 

method (given certain conditions). 

                                                
10 balance requirements = balanskrav. Concept in the local government accounting related to “good economic 

administration” 
11 In the private sector corporations’ profit would be the preferred choice of word instead of result. However, 

the public sector is not striving for profit, hence the use of the word profit would be inaccurate.  
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4.1.4 Book keeping and archiving 

The commission report suggests a reduction of the archiving time of book keeping information 

from ten years to seven years. The regulation concerning archiving in the municipal accounting 

act were intentionally similar to the Accounting act [BFL]12. Accordingly, the reduction of the 

archiving time is motivated by the fact that a similar reduction already has been made in the 

BFL which applies to corporations. 

4.1.5 Valuation 

A change of wording from economic life to useful life with regards to depreciation of assets is 

suggested in the commission report. Another change that is suggested concerns financial assets. 

Financial assets should, according to the commission report, under certain conditions be 

accounted for using fair value which would mean a change from historical cost accounting. 

The change means a transition to the accounting methods used in the private sector. A 

consequence of the suggested change is also an elimination of the possibility to write up the 

value of financial assets. In addition some accounting principles that previously only were 

regulated in the RKR standards are suggested to be included in the law, for example the 

methods for valuation of provisions. The rationale for the suggestions is that it would bring a 

more true and fair accounting which more resembles the private sector accounting. 

4.1.6 Compliance with law and recommendations 

The commission report contains a survey of the actual compliance with law and 

recommendations. The survey shows insufficient compliance with the regulation. It is argued 

that higher compliance with law and recommendations brings higher quality financial 

accounting which is beneficial from both a democratic and an efficiency perspective as it 

enables for comparability over time and between organizations. Hence, higher compliance is 

coveted. A means for ensuring higher compliance that is suggested in the report is to showcase 

the budget that is assigned to the auditing department of the municipality/region.  

 

A common means for ensuring compliance is sanctions for violations. There are, at the 

moment, no sanctions for municipalities and regions that fail to comply with law and 

recommendations. The conclusion of the commission report is that there should be no change 

                                                
12 Bokföringslag (SFS 1999:1078) 
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in this matter. The rationale for this is that there is no supervisory authority that could condemn 

such a sanction which is an effect of the municipal autonomy stated in constitutional law. 

4.2 Referral round response documents 

The referral round of the commission report spanned between 25 of April 2016 to 1 of 

September 2016. According to the referral document of the commission report, 60 

organizations were asked to formally express their opinion about the commission report. 

Governmental departments were obliged to reply whereas it was voluntary for other 

organizations.  

 

For this study, all response documents in the referral round of the commission report has been 

collected. In total, 66 organizations has expressed their opinions about the commission report 

through response documents in the referral round. The response documents spanned a total of 

230 pages. In table 3 a brief description of the respondents is given. Appendix 2 contains a 

complete list of the organizations that has been involved in the referral round.  

 Governmental 

organizations 

Municipalities 

& regions 

Other 

organizations 

Responder according to the 

referral document 

- of which not responding 

10 

 

0 

38 

 

10 

12 

 

2 

Responder despite not being 

on the referral document 

0 10 8 

Table 3. Summary of responding organizations 

 

The table shows that municipalities and regions account for 58 percent of the responding 

organizations. Approximately a third of the prompted municipalities and regions chose not to 

respond, but an equal amount chose to respond despite not being prompted in the first place. 

All of the governmental organizations responded, as was also demanded. One of these 

organizations, the ombudsman of the Parliament, stated that they refrain to express their 

opinion on the matter. In total 18 organizations, classified as other organizations, responded 

which accounts for 27 percent. Examples of organizations that are classified as “other 

organizations” in this study are trade organizations such as RKR and the Confederation of 

Swedish Enterprise and pension fund managing organizations such as KPA and Skandikon.  
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None of the respondents has expressed that they reject the commission report and its 

suggestions. A few responding organizations, such as the Swedish Accounting Standards Board 

and The Swedish Agency for Public Management, state that they do not have any deviant 

opinions to express with regards to the commission report. As such, they give a general 

agreement to the report. Some respondents, expressly state their opinion regarding only a 

restricted part of the commission report. For example, Skandikon, which is a pension fund 

managing organization, only express their opinion on the matter of accounting for post-

employment benefits. The majority of respondents give a general agreement to the commission 

report while at the same time commenting on certain matters in the commission report. The 

respondents used the response documents to express their approval of different issues, to 

suggest alterations or additions, and to express their rejection. The Confederation of Swedish 

Enterprise states that “no trade industry organization has received the commission report which 

is remarkable as the commission report clearly affects the trade industry and the competition 

in the market between the public and private sector” [our translation].  

 

A common feature of the response documents was that the organizations often expressed their 

arguments from their perspectives and their specific self-interests and not from a general point 

of view. For example, the administrative court in Jönköping claimed that enforcement and 

compliance with the law should be reviewed in more detail. Another example concerns the 

municipality of Sollefteå and Region Örebro who both showed calculations of how the new 

suggested accounting method for post-employment benefits would adversely affect them. Both 

the Swedish Competition Authority, the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise, Svenska Vård, 

and Företagarna, which are organizations that are interested in the issue of market competition 

between local government and private corporations, were most concerned about the issue of 

separate financial reporting and further claimed that the issue had not been investigated to an 

adequate extent.  

 

In table 4, a summary of the number of comments on each issue of the commission report is 

presented. The table shows the amount of comments a specific issue has received. The 

comments could be in favor of the suggestion or against. Further, if an organization only stated 

that they give a general agreement to the commission report, it is not accounted for in the table. 

In the remainder of this section, the six most frequently commented issues are accounted for. 
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Issues in commission 

report 

Governmental 

organizations 

Municipalities 

and regions 

Other 

organizations 

Total number 

of comments 

Post-employment benefits 2 33 9 44 

Income statement, balance 

sheet 1 24 5 30 

Consolidated income 

statement 1 23 5 29 

Bookkeeping, archiving 3 21 3 27 

Valuation 1 20 3 24 

Compliance with law and 

recommendations 2 8 9 19 

Interim report 0 11 4 15 

General regulation 

regarding the annual report 2 5 5 12 

Management report 0 10 1 11 

Separate financial 

reporting 1 3 7 11 

Contribution to national 

infrastructure 1 2 5 8 

Financing of post-

employment benefit 1 2 1 4 

Coalition 0 1 0 1 

Table 4. Number of commenting organizations on each of the issues discussed in the 

commission report 

4.2.1 Accounting for post-employment benefits 

The most commented issue in the commission report concerns the accounting for post-

employment benefits. The general opinion among the respondents is that the suggested change 

should be put into effect. Out of 66 participating organizations in the referral round, 58 

passively (did not comment on the issue) or actively agreed with the suggestion. The vast 

majority of the organizations that commented on the issue approves the full-funding method, 

while at the same time gives some further reflections. For example, The Swedish National 

Financial Management Authority (ESV) states “ESV agrees with the commission report that 

the full-funding method gives a more transparent and accurate accounting [...]. However, the 

government should consider if it should be required that municipalities restore their negative 

equity in the long run” [our translation]. Other common reflections, stated by for example the 

municipalities of Tanum and Linköping, is that expenses due to changed assumptions in the 
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calculations of the post-employment benefits liability (life and discount rate) should be 

accounted for directly to equity (the suggestion in the commission report is to exclude them in 

the balance requirements).  

 

In total eight organizations expressly stated that they reject the suggested change. All of them 

were municipalities/regions. Frequent arguments among them is that the change is not needed 

from a transparency perspective. For example, both Region Örebro and Region Stockholm state 

“the suggestion in the commission report regarding the full-funding method is based on the 

assumption that a more transparent and accurate accounting would be achieved. The current 

mixed method is, however, well established in the region's economic analysis and reports. A 

transparent and accurate accounting is therefore already established with the mixed method”. 

Another frequent argument is that the financial health of the organizations, from the perspective 

of the public, would be much worse than with the mixed method. Also, a frequent argument 

from municipalities such as Nacka and Timrå was the potential communication issues that 

appears between the citizens and the municipality when the municipality changes an 

accounting method with large effects on the income statement and balance sheet.  

4.2.2 Income statement and balance sheet  

Many participants commented on the suggestion regarding the changes in the income statement 

and balance sheet, especially their formation. The majority of the participants agreed with the 

suggested changes. However, several participants disagreed on the changes in the terminology 

of financial items in the income statement. For example the municipality of Nacka claimed that 

“nothing in the special conditions of municipalities and regions motivate why municipalities 

should account for these items using another method than the private sector” [our translation]. 

This argument is reinforced by other municipalities such as Södertälje, Ängelholm, and 

Lomma. 

4.2.3 Consolidated financial statements 

Several of the responding municipalities and regions rejected the suggested changes of wording 

from municipal concern to municipal group. Malmö municipality claim “it is highly 

questionable that the understanding will increase by applying new definitions” [our 

translation]. Further, several respondents requested more clarifying descriptions of the different 

type of affiliates. The municipality of Bjuv claims that the suggestion would imply additional 
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work and that the added information in the consolidated financial statement is doubtfully higher 

than the added administrative cost.  

4.2.4 Book keeping and archiving 

The participants that commented on the committee's proposal of shortened archiving time of 

book keeping information from ten to seven years were all positive to the proposal. However, 

many respondents had additional opinions about the proposal. For example the municipality of 

Ängelholm stated that “the municipality also suggests an establishment of a provision 

equivalent to the accounting act 7:6, meaning that accounting information could be destroyed 

after four years as long as the documents have been transferred in an adequate manner to 

another data media” [our translation]. This suggestion is reinforced by all different kinds of 

organizations.  

4.2.5 Valuation 

Another issue that was frequently commented was the suggested change in the valuation 

principle for financial assets. The expressed opinions were mixed, where about half of the 

respondents who commented on the issue approved of the change and half rejected the change. 

In general, those in favor for the suggestion did not present any complimenting arguments for 

their standpoint. The arguments of the commission report is that it would bring a more true and 

fair accounting which more resembles the private sector accounting. Those respondents who 

were negative to the proposal often referred to the fact that fair value valuation contradicts the 

conservatism principle. Further, reflections about the impact on the income statement were 

common. For example, Region Örebro states “there is a chance that fair value valuation of 

financial assets and its impact on the result reduces the focus on the operational result” [our 

translation]. 

4.2.6 Compliance with law and recommendations 

Many organizations were keen to comment on the issue of compliance with law and 

recommendations. The suggestion of the commission report was to showcase the budget of the 

auditing department of the municipality/region. Many of the comments regarding this issue 

were either negative to the suggested disclosure of the auditing budget with regards to it “not 

being a good measure for the quality of the executed audit” [our translation] (e.g. municipality 

of Sundsvall) or questioned the whole investigation of the matter that was executed of the 

committee in the first place. For example, the Organization for research on municipalities in 
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western Sweden states that “... the direct and indirect suggestions to improve the compliance 

with law and recommendations are insufficient to achieve a significant improvement” [our 

translation]. Several organizations, such as The Swedish National Audit Office and the 

Association for Municipal Economists, state that there need to be further investigation 

concerning the compliance issue. Further, it is suggested by the institute for the accountancy 

profession in Sweden (FAR), that sanctions for disobedience with the regulation should be 

introduced.  

4.3 Government bill and new law 

The government, through the government bill, claims that all the suggestions in the commission 

report are well elaborated and relevant in order to achieve a more transparent and fair 

accounting in municipalities and regions. Also, they assert that almost all the suggestions in 

the commission report will be included in the new law (some slightly changed), for example 

the valuation of financial assets, the formation of the income statement and balance sheet, the 

interim report and the consolidated income statement. Nevertheless some of the suggested 

changes presented in the commission report were rejected by the government.  

 

The post-employment benefit suggestion is not included in the law, where the argument of the 

government for not including the changes in the post-employment benefit accounting 

regulation is that the consequences on the balance requirement and good economic 

administration must be further investigated. Another rejected suggestion from the commission 

report was the disclosure of statistics for leave of absence due to illness in the management 

report. Additionally, the suggested changes in the terminology and definitions regarding the 

consolidated income statement were rejected. Also the suggested changes in the terminology 

in the income statement were rejected. In table 5, a summary of the suggestions presented in 

the commission report and the position taken by the government in each issue is presented.  

 

Suggestions in commission report Position taken in the  government bill  

Archiving, bookkeeping   Included 

General regulation regarding the annual 

report 

Included 

Income statement, balance sheet  Included with modifications  

Post-employment benefits  Rejected  
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Financing post-employment benefit  Included 

Valuation  Included 

Management report  Rejected  

Consolidated income statement  Included with modification  

Intermin report  Included 

Coalition  Included 

Compliance with the law recommendations  Included 

Separate financial reporting  Included 

Table 5: Summary of commission report suggestions and position taken in government bill 

4.4 Summary of empirical findings 

In table 6, a summary of the empirical findings presented in this chapter is given. It is structured 

based on the 13 issues in the commission report. The general opinion expressed in the referral 

round response documents and the position taken in the government bill and new law is 

presented next to each issue. As the table shows, there were several issues where various 

opinions were expressed in the referral round. Nevertheless, almost all the suggestions were 

included in the government bill and new law.  

Commission report 

suggestion  

Response documents from 

referral round 

Government bill, New law 

Archiving, bookkeeping   Agreed  Included 

General regulation regarding 

the annual report 

Agreed  Included 

Income statement, balance 

sheet  

Partially agreed Included with modifications  

Post-employment benefits  Partially agreed Rejected  

Financing post-employment 

benefit  

Agreed  Included 

Valuation  Partially agreed  Included 

Management report  Partially agreed  Rejected  

Consolidated income 

statement  

Partially agreed  Included with modification  
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Interim report  Partially agreed  Included 

Coalition  Agreed  Included 

Compliance with the law 

recommendations  

Disagreed  Included 

Separate financial reporting  Partially agreed Included 

Table 6. Summary of empirical findings 
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5 Analysis 

In this chapter the empirical findings are analyzed based on the literature review and especially 

the theoretical model (figure 5) which is derived through the literature review. The model 

comprises of three dimensions; authority, due process, and base for regulation, which in turn 

has some characteristics termed components. These dimensions with its belonging components 

which, given the right combination, entails that the accounting regulation process was 

legitimate, are analyzed in three separate sections. Further, a reflection is given on the 

interface between the three dimensions and through that the research question of the thesis.   

5.1 Authority 

The first dimension of the theoretical model is authority. The four components of authority are 

“regulatory mandate”, “competence”, “independence”, and “enforcement system.” Having a 

clear regulatory mandate is one of the components of the authority dimension (Johnson and 

Solomons, 1984). The rationale for this is to some extent self-evident, as an organization cannot 

enforce regulation without having the mandate. The importance of the mandate is also 

reinforced by Wallace (1990). The empirical findings of this thesis show that there was a clear 

regulatory mandate in the regulation process of the new municipal accounting act. There are 

two main arguments for this. First, the process studied is the legislative process in Sweden 

which automatically means that the deciding body (the parliament) has the required mandate. 

Second, shortly after the new law was adopted, RKR published 14 new recommendations that 

stipulate the GAAP of the public sector financial accounting. The mandate of RKR to issue 

recommendations is stipulated in the law. Consequently, the regulatory mandate is fulfilled in 

the studied case.  

 

The second component is competence which is considered to positively affect the authority of 

the regulatory body (Johnson and Solomons, 1984). Further, Durocher et al. (2018) state that 

accounting experts increase the perceived legitimacy of the regulation process. Before issuing 

the new law, the government appointed an expert group to pursue an investigation of the matter. 

In so doing, the parliament (deciding body) via the government ensured competence in the 

process. The commission report gives evidence that the people involved in the investigation 

had competence and expertise within the area. The expert group consisted of representatives 

from governmental departments (the Ministry of Finances, the Ministry of Enterprises, and The 

Swedish National Financial Management Authority), certified and chartered accountants from 

three out of four Big Four auditing firms, and representatives from professional organizations 
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in the field (the Association for Economists in Municipalities, SALAR, the Swedish 

Accounting Standards Board, and RKR).  

 

The third authority component of the theoretical model is independence. The independence 

issue discussed in the literature review concerns independence from the 

government/parliament. For example, Fogarty (1994) stresses that with a government based 

mandate the risk of politically biased decisions regarding the accounting regulation is 

increased. In this case, the regulatory body is the parliament. As a consequence, the component 

concerning independence from the parliament is not completely applicable on this case. The 

expert group was appointed by the government, but consisted of individuals who could be 

considered independent from the government in their roles as they were not part of the 

government. The outcome of the expert group’s investigation was published in the commission 

report which was commented on by various stakeholders in the referral round. The ultimate 

power still lied with the parliament which could decide against the suggestions of the expert 

group and the opinions of the stakeholders. The summary table of the empirical findings, table 

6, showcase that there were some differences between the suggestions in the commission 

report, referral round response documents, and the government bill/new law. A typical example 

concerns the accounting for post-employment benefits. Even though there were a few 

opponents towards the suggestions of the commission report, the vast majority was favoring 

the suggestion. Yet, the government decided to go against the commission report and the 

general opinion of the stakeholders. In the government bill, it is stated that the consequences 

of the suggested change in the accounting method needed further investigation. Later this 

decision even encountered resistance. For example, Hägg and Johansson (2018) claim that by 

not changing the accounting method, the government and parliament chose to proceed having 

a less transparent accounting principle. Thus, the empirical findings showcase how the political 

issues that, according to the literature review could be mitigated with independence, are highly 

relevant for the type of regulation processes studied in this thesis. Arguably, the political issues 

are constantly present as the ultimate regulatory body is the parliament. Consequently, other 

mechanisms are needed to ensure the legitimacy of the accounting regulation process.  

 

This study brings a fourth component within the authority dimension, namely, enforcement 

system. The logic behind is that the enforcement system is an important aspect of the whole 

arrangement of the regulation process and the regulation compliance, and as evidence holds, 

there is insufficient compliance with accounting regulations for municipalities. The reason 
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behind is partly due to unclear and inconsistent regulations and partly due to lack of sanctions 

and clear enforcement of the regulations (Falkman & Tagesson, 2008). The empirical findings 

of this study reinforce former research. In the commission report, a survey of historical 

compliance is presented stating that the historical compliance with accounting regulation is 

insufficient. Therefore, the commission report suggests that each municipality should showcase 

the budget that is assigned to the auditing department of the municipality/region as a means for 

ensuring higher compliance. However, in the response letters a dissatisfaction was expressed 

to the suggestion. The actual effect on the accounting quality of showcasing the budget of the 

auditing department is questioned by several respondents. It is stated that the budget is not a 

good measure for the actual quality of the executed audit and as such neither a good mechanism 

for ensuring better compliance.   

 

Further, several professional organizations, for example the Association for Municipal 

Economists and the Swedish National Audit Office, express their discontent by stating that the 

investigation on the matter of compliance with the law and recommendations were not 

thorough enough and that the suggested changes are insufficient to achieve a significant 

improvement in the compliance with accounting regulation for municipalities. Additionally, 

the Institute for the Accountancy Profession in Sweden states that sanctions for disobedience 

with the regulation should be introduced. Thus, various experts in the area have detected a flaw 

in the accounting institution including the accounting regulation and the enforcement system 

related to them. The government decided to pursue the suggestion of the commission report to 

require municipalities and regions to showcase the budget of the auditing department despite 

the opposition against it. As a consequence, a minor change has been made with the intention 

to positively affect the compliance with the new municipal accounting act with its 

complementing standards. As previous scholars have stated (Falkman & Tagesson, 2008; 

Donatella, 2016; Haraldsson & Tagesson, 2014), it can be assumed that even if the quality of 

the regulation is improved per se, insufficient compliance with the regulation will remain as 

the lack of sanctions and enforcement continue. The stakeholders have expressed great 

discontent with the pursued change and questioned the potential effect of the changes. A link 

between the penal code and the accounting act for municipalities is assumed to be one factor 

to avoid insufficient compliance with the law (Falkman & Tagesson, 2008). Thus, as a 

consequence of the weakness of the introduced mechanisms and the continuing lack of 

sanctions, the empirical evidence holds that there will be no major changes in the enforcement 

aspect of the authority dimension.  
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5.2 Due process  

Due process is the second dimension of the theoretical model which includes the three 

components “existing due process”, “participating stakeholders” and “sufficient influence from 

stakeholders”. A due process increases the perceived legitimacy both of the regulation and the 

regulation process as it seeks for input from stakeholders (Johnson and Solomons, 1984; 

Wingard et al. 2016). The existence of the referral round in the regulation process of the new 

municipal accounting act makes it clear that there was an existing due process. The regulatory 

body (parliament through the government) further requested input from 60 organizations, 

which is one of the means for improving the legitimacy of the regulation process stressed by 

Durocher et al. (2018).  

 

The second component is participating stakeholders. Out of the 60 organizations who were 

prompted to comment on the commission report, 10 were obliged to participate, 38 

organizations voluntarily participated, and 12 chose not to participate. In addition to the 

prompted organizations, further 18 organizations participated in the due process. The empirical 

findings show that the participating organizations can be grouped into three organizational 

types; governmental organizations, municipalities and regions, and other organizations. These 

organizational types cover the main users of the public sector financial statements, with the 

exception of the citizens. The citizens, could arguably be the largest stakeholder group of the 

public sector (Brignall & Modell, 2000), but it is a very diverse group and each of the 

stakeholders account for a minor part of the groups interests and hence has less reason and 

interests to participate in the process. The empirical findings show that about half of the 

participants were municipalities and regions. The participating municipalities and regions had 

different sizes, both geographically and in number of inhabitants, which could serve as a mean 

of increasing the legitimacy by not only focusing on the major municipalities/regions. The 

empirical findings show that several of the organizations focused their argumentation on the 

matters that had higher economic and political consequences and on their vested interests. For 

example, the issue of the commission report that received the most comments was the 

accounting regulation for post-employment benefits. Further, several of the organizations 

chose to focus their comments on their vested interests, for example Scandicon and 

Företagarna. Thus, the empirical findings support the findings of Jorissen et al. (2012) that due 

process participants are more active when the issue may have significant impact on the 

organization. Overall, there was a wide range of participants with different opinions and 

interests and in summary there were “participating stakeholders” in the process.  
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The third component in the due process dimension is sufficient influence from stakeholders. 

Durocher et al. (2018) claim that ignoring or being unresponsive to stakeholders could harm 

the perceived legitimacy of the regulatory body and the regulation process. Further, Wingard 

et al. (2016) hold that exclusion of influence from affected parties reduce the legitimacy of the 

process. The empirical findings showcase weaknesses with regards to both these aspects. First, 

as has been stressed in the authority section, the empirical findings show that there were several 

issues where the government bill did not take into consideration the opinions stressed by the 

stakeholders in the referral round. Especially the issue of accounting for post-employment 

benefits could be stressed as the commission report and the vast majority of the participants 

were favoring one outcome whereas the regulatory body ignored their standpoint. Other issues 

where the government bill suggests an outcome that is not fully in line with the opinion stressed 

in the referral round response documents concern the accounting for financial assets and the 

requirements to showcase the budget of the auditing department. Several stakeholders have 

declared their discontent with the suggested changes. Still, the government bill included the 

changes. Hence, the government/parliament could be accused of not being responsive to the 

stakeholders. Also, critique has been brought forward by some stakeholders regarding which 

organizations that were prompted to participate in the referral round. For example, the 

Confederation of Swedish Enterprise states that “no trade industry organization has received 

the commission report which is remarkable as the commission report clearly affects the trade 

industry and the competition in the market between the public and private sector” [our 

translation]. These organizations were, however, not completely excluded since they could 

participate without the invitation. The dominant role of the government could be linked to their 

supreme authority in the legislative process. Plenty of research hold that the dominant party 

also has the most impact in the regulation process (e.g. Wingard et al. 2016; Durocher et al., 

2018; Pelger, 2016).  

5.3 Base for regulation 

The base for regulation dimension includes three components that positively affect the 

legitimacy of the process; “consensus on the need for regulation”, “aligned with the purpose of 

financial reports,” and “independent and unbiased decisions.” The two components consensus 

on the need for regulation and aligned with the purpose of financial reports are to some extent 

related to each other. The literature review holds that there need to be justifiable and logical 

base for regulation (Johnson and Solomons, 1984) that takes the specifics of each organization 
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type into consideration (Leuz, 2010). The specifics referred to in this case is the different 

stakeholders types, who are the ones in need of the financial reports (e.g. Deegan & Ward). 

Depending on the stakeholder types, different accounting information is required. By 

establishing a clear connection between the regulation and how it satisfies the needs of the 

stakeholders the legitimacy of the regulation is enhanced (Durocher et al., 2018). 

 

With regards to the first component, consensus on the need for regulation, it can be stated that 

there was a consensus on the need for regulation as the government ordered an investigation of 

a new municipal accounting act, the investigation resulted in a commission report which 

suggests a revised and partly changed municipal accounting act, none of the respondents in the 

referral round rejected the commission report as a whole, and the government bill 

acknowledged that the commission report provide well elaborated and relevant solutions. 

Simultaneously, there is incongruence between the commission report and the actual regulation 

(government bill/law), on the matter of accounting for post-employment benefits. This could 

be considered remarkable since the large majority of the responders was favoring the 

implementation of the full-funding method. Hence, there is a general consensus on the need for 

accounting regulation, but there are differences in opinion regarding the accounting regulation 

of certain substantive issues such as the accounting for post-employment benefits. Regarding 

the second component, aligned with the purpose of financial statements, it should be noted that 

the whole commission report “consistently aims for providing a more true and fair accounting, 

increased transparency, and increased comparability” (SOU 2016_24: 24) [our translation]. 

Further, many of the comments in the referral round response documents reflect on true and 

fair accounting. Thus, the empirical findings show that the establishment proclaimed by 

Durocher et al. (2018) were sought after by both the expert group and the referral round 

participants. The main stakeholders and users of the financial reports of municipalities and 

regions are the citizens (taxpayers) and the county council (elected representatives of the 

taxpayers). Accordingly, democracy and hence accountability, for which transparency is vital, 

is one of the most heeded purposes of financial statements. Consequently, as these are concepts 

that are recurrent in the studied documents, we conclude that the suggestions of the new law 

were aligned with the purpose of the financial reports.  

 

The third component is independent and unbiased decisions which entails that another body 

would come to the same conclusion, and, hence, that the decisions are free from arbitrariness 

and bias (Johnson and Solomons, 1984; Durocher et al., 2018). Also, Zeff (2002) stresses that 
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a sound standard-setting process purport independent decisions and a regulatory body that does 

not avoid controversial subjects. As the studied regulation process concerns the legislative 

process of the new municipal accounting act, the regulatory body is the parliament. Even 

though the government cannot claim a politically independent position, as is stated in the 

authority dimension, the decisions could still be free from arbitrariness and bias, and, 

additionally, take on controversial subjects and decisions. Nevertheless, based on the empirical 

findings one can presume that the government evaded controversial subjects with large 

economic and political effects, such as the changes in the post-employment benefits 

accounting. Consequently, it can be questioned if the regulation process feeds and enables for 

independent and unbiased decisions.   

5.4 Interface of the dimensions of the theoretical model 

This study has investigated the legitimacy of the regulation process of the new municipal 

accounting act through the theoretical model derived from the literature review which builds 

on the framework of Johnson and Solomons (1984). The analysis of the empirical data shows 

that there are components in each of the dimensions that indicate of a legitimate regulation 

process. For example, the regulatory body has a clear regulatory mandate, there was an existing 

due process, and the base and logic for accounting regulation of the new law were aligned with 

the purpose of the financial reports. Nevertheless, there are simultaneously components in each 

of the dimensions that indicate the contrary. There were an obvious lack in political 

independence of the regulatory body. The empirical data evidences that the regulatory body 

also acted in a political manner, especially with the issue of accounting for post-employment 

benefits. Further, the empirical evidence holds that there will be no major changes made in the 

enforcement aspect of the authority dimension. The regulatory body’s lack of independence in 

the authority dimension feeds the discussion to the base for regulation dimension, where the 

empirical data also demonstrates a lack of independence. It shows that the government evaded 

a controversial subject with large economic and political effects, namely the accounting for 

post-employment benefits. Also, the study has shown that there were varying agreement to the 

need for regulation of certain substantive issues. Even in the third dimension, due process, the 

empirical data evidences of legitimacy issues. It can be questioned whether sufficient influence 

from stakeholders were achieved. The study indicates at least three regulation issues of interest: 

post-employment benefits, valuation of financial assets, and compliance with law and 

recommendation. In all three cases, there were significant differences in opinion among the 

due-process participants and the final decisions made by the regulatory body. Consequently, 
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the study shows that the fulfillment of each of the dimensions for a legitimate regulation 

process is incomplete. Insufficient independence permeate all the dimensions. Hence, the study 

shows that there were legitimacy issues with the regulation process of the new municipal 

accounting act.  

 

The empirical data is pervaded with references to the private sector accounting regulation and 

its generally accepted accounting principles. Both in the commission report and in the referral 

round response documents, it is stated that changes should be made with the purpose to more 

resemble the private sector accounting regulation. It is even stated in the draft legislation for 

the former municipal accounting act that the regulation should resemble private sector 

regulation. Hence, there is consensus on the base for regulation. Further, this could be 

interpreted as a way of achieving legitimacy of the regulation as it becomes aligned with what 

is perceived as generally accepted. The empirical results holds that many of the arguments that 

are favoring the suggested change within a certain substantive issue is due to the fact that the 

change would meet the generally accepted accounting principles. This in turn implies that a 

transition to private sector accounting methods is advocated, and in a sense is a means in itself 

as it bring legitimacy to the regulation. The empirical data also shows that many of the changes 

that were put into effect also resembles the private sector regulation. Often there were 

agreement among the expert group (commission report), the stakeholders (referral round 

response documents), and the regulatory body (government bill), but there were also issues 

where changes were made despite the stakeholders’ discontent and anxiety (valuation of 

financial assets) and issues where the regulatory body took a different position than the expert 

group and the vast majority of the stakeholders (post-employment benefits). These two cases 

are antonyms to each other, which gives further input to the analysis.  

 

Through the commission report, the expert group suggested changes for both these accounting 

issues that would bring the municipal/regional accounting regulation to better resemble the 

private sector regulation. In both cases the stakeholders expressed mixed opinions, where it can 

be concluded that the stakeholders on the total were in favor for the suggestions but were 

concerned about the consequences. One of the issues has small effects on the financial reports 

(valuation of financial assets) and one of the issues has significant effects on the financial 

reports (post-employment benefits). The issue of valuation of financial assets has not been 

discussed to a large extent before, whereas the issue of accounting for post-employment 

benefits has been a topic on the agenda for decades. The parliament (government) decided to 
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pursue the suggestions of the commission report in only one of these accounting issues -

valuation of financial assets, with the argumentation that more investigation was needed on the 

matter of accounting for post-employment benefits. The fact that the regulation for financial 

assets was changed and the regulation for post-employment benefits was not, indicates that 

when the suggested change would imply too large political effects and political inconvenience, 

the government chooses to reject the suggestion even though the change would bring better 

transparency, which is beneficial for the usefulness of the financial reports, and better 

conformance with generally accepted accounting principles. These findings feeds to the body 

of knowledge about the regulatory body’s ability and willingness to constitute high-quality 

regulation also for sensitive and controversial issues, and reinforces the findings of Zeff (2002) 

as the regulatory body in the studied case fails in the independence aspect. Seemingly, the 

regulatory body in the studied case, willingly institutes private sector regulation with the 

motivation that it brings improved transparency and generally accepted accounting principles, 

unless there are political motives not to pursue the changes. These findings further feeds to the 

discussion on the matter of a legitimate regulation process. The regulatory body is severely 

politically invested in the process and do not ensure independency in the dimensions. 

Accordingly, there is also incomplete fulfillment of the dimensions of the theoretical model 

that captures the legitimacy of the regulation process.  
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6 Conclusion 

The study has shown that the regulatory body in the studied regulation process strives for 

legitimacy, both concerning the accounting regulation and the regulation process itself. 

Legitimacy for the regulation is much sought after by resembling the private sector accounting 

regulation which is the generally accepted accounting regulation in society. By capturing this 

aspect, the regulatory body also positively affects the legitimacy of the regulation process, as 

it is affected by the regulation’s correspondence with the general opinion on how the regulation 

should be (captured by the base for regulation dimension in the theoretical model). Further, the 

regulation process entails much of the aspects that is beneficial for achievement of legitimacy, 

as it comprises many of the components of the dimensions in the theoretical model for 

legitimacy in a regulation process. However, the study also shows that there are issues with 

fulfillment of components in each of the dimensions of the framework. Due to the regulatory 

body’s severely political investment in the process, it does not ensure independence in the 

dimensions, which significantly reduces the legitimacy in the accounting regulation process. 

The political investment in the decision making of the regulatory body show that the decisions 

made in this regulation process also has to be legitimate from a political perspective. 

Consequently, the study concludes that legitimacy was only partially achieved in the 

accounting regulation process of the new municipal accounting act. To the extent legitimacy 

was achieved, the legitimacy achievement much corresponds with the theoretical propositions. 

Simultaneously, the regulation needs to be legitimate from a political perspective which, as has 

been demonstrated in this case, may conquer with the legitimacy achievement in the accounting 

regulation process. These findings increase the total understanding for the achievement of 

legitimacy in accounting regulation processes where the regulatory body is the parliament.  
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7 Limitations and suggestions for future research 

This study has investigated the legitimacy achievement of the regulation process of the new 

municipal accounting act in Sweden. However, due to the methodological choices, this study 

does not investigate whether the actual regulation created in this regulation process was 

perceived as legitimate by the stakeholders. Consequently, this could be considered a limitation 

since this study does not have the potential add to former research regarding the causal 

relationship between legitimacy of regulation processes and the legitimacy of the resulting 

regulation. This is something that could be further investigated by other scholars.  

 

The theoretical model on which the analysis is done, is derived from literature on international 

accounting regulation and regulation processes, both transnational and national, for private 

sector regulation. The empirical data and the analysis detect a strong political dimension that 

permeate the whole accounting regulation process. Also it demonstrates a conflict of opinions 

between accounting experts in the field and the regulatory body. This political dimension is not 

fully captured in the literature review and the theoretical model, which is a limitation of this 

study, as it is not as evident in the accounting regulation processes studied in the literature 

included in the review. The regulatory body in the vast majority of the literature included in 

the literature review is separate organizations (FASB and IASB) whereas the regulatory body 

in the studied case is the parliament. To further deepen the understanding of the legitimacy in 

accounting regulation processes where the regulatory body is the parliament and not a separate 

organization, additional literature on political decision-making could be included in the review 

that underpins the theoretical model. By doing so, the legitimacy of the regulation process of 

the new municipal accounting act in particular, and parliament controlled accounting regulation 

processes in general, could be even further analyzed.  
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Appendix 1 Summary of all investigated issues in the commission report  

1 Book keeping and archiving 

The commission report suggests a reduction of the archiving time of bookkeeping information 

from ten years to seven years. The regulation concerning archiving in the municipal accounting 

act were intentionally similar to to the accounting act. Accordingly, the reduction of the 

archiving time is motivated by the fact that a similar reduction already has been made in the 

accounting act which applies to private sector corporations.  

 

2 General regulation regarding the annual report 

In this section, the commission suggest that generally agreed accounting principles should be 

prescribed by law. For example, a suggestion is to include concepts such as “true and fair 

account” [our translation] in the law. Also, the commission propound that the purpose of the 

annual report should be removed from the law since the purpose is stated in more detail in other 

regulations already.  

 

3 Income statement and balance sheet 

The commission report suggests several changes in the income statement and balance sheet. 

One of the suggestions is the removal of the prescription that changes in equity goes through 

the income statement of the fiscal year. However, the clean surplus principle is prescribed by 

the law, meaning that the suggestion does not have any practical implications. Also, the 

commission report suggests that the income statement should contain three distinct result 

levels; operational result, result after financial items and the annual result13. The rational is that 

there should be a more explicit focus on the operational result. In addition the commission 

report proposes a new formation of the income statement (text in italic showcase changes, and 

in the column to the right a short description of the change is given): 

Operating revenue   

Operating expenses    

Depreciation and amortization   

Operating net expenses   

Tax revenues    

                                                
13 In private sector corporations profit would be the preferred choice of word instead of result. However, the 

public sector is not striving for profit, hence the use of the word profit would be inaccurate.  
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General government grants and compensation   

Operating result  new summary row in the income statement 

Items from financial assets   previously financial revenue  

Items from financial liabilities    previously financial expenses  

Result after financial items   Previously result before extraordinary items 

Extraordinary items   Previously gross accounting were applied 

(revenue and expense) 

Annual result    

 

In the commission report it is stated that the disclosures of financial items and extraordinary 

items have important democratic implications since it makes citizens aware of all distinct 

revenues and expenses that the municipality or region has.   

 

4 Accounting for post-employment benefits 

Post-employment benefits constitutes a large part of the liabilities in municipalities and regions. 

At the time for the investigation, post-employment benefits originating from earlier than 1998 

were accounted for as contingent liabilities whereas post-employment benefits originating from 

1998 and onwards were accounted for as provisions. The post-employment benefits accounted 

for as contingent liabilities make up for approximately 76 percent of the total post-employment 

liability in the sector. The contingent liabilities are calculated to be eliminated, due to the age 

of the recipients, at 2050.  

 

The investigation covers three options for the future accounting for post-employment benefits, 

of which the investigation suggests one. There are major differences between the three options, 

which are accounted for in the commission report. In the table below (alterated from SOU 

2016_24: 128) a brief description is given regarding the suggested method (full-funding 

method) and the at the time current method (mixed method) . 

 Balance sheet Income statement 

Full-funding 

method 

(suggested 

method) 

All post-employment benefits 

are accounted for as provisions 

Expenses consists of  

3) post-employment benefits 

originating from the actual year 

4) indexation of the total post- 

employment benefits  
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Mixed 

method 

(at the time 

actual 

method) 

Post-employment benefits 

originating from earlier than 

1998 are accounted for as 

contingent liabilities 

 

Post-employment benefits 

originating from 1998 and 

onwards are accounted for as 

provisions 

Expenses consists of  

4) post-employment benefits 

originating from the actual year 

5) Indexation of the post-

employment benefits origination 

from 1998 and onwards 

6) payment of post-employment 

benefits originating from earlier 

than 1998 

Effects on balance sheet and income statement using two different accounting methods 

 

The suggestion put forward in the commission report is to change to the full-funding method. 

The use of the full-funding method would lead more volatile expenses compared to the mixed 

method due to higher sensitivity to the general economic situation in the country, but on 

average the expenses would be lower. With a transition to the full-funding method almost all 

the regions and approximately a third of the municipalities would have negative equity (more 

debt than assets). In contrast to private corporations, negative equity do not lead to liquidation 

as the municipalities and regions are constitutionally protected. Negative equity would, 

however, signal bad finances. One of the reasons for the suggested transition to the full-funding 

method is that the mixed method diverge from basic accrual accounting principles and that the 

transparency is adversely affected with the mixed method. Further, in the private sector post-

employment benefits are accounted for as provisions. Additionally, the commission report 

suggests that expenses due to changed assumptions in the calculations of the post-employment 

benefits liability (life and discount rate) should be excluded in the balance requirements14. 

 

5 Financing of post-employment benefits 

The issue of financing of post-employment benefits is only actual for the defined benefit post-

employment benefits (mainly originating from earlier than 1998). In the private sector it is 

compulsory for the corporations to secure these post-employment benefits, for municipalities 

and regions it is voluntary. Securement can be done using three methods: reserving funds on 

the balance sheet, transfer funds to a foundation, or through pension insurance. The secured 

amount reduces the liability. There is a great variety among the municipalities and regions with 

regards to securement of the post-employment benefits and the information presented in the 

                                                
14 Balanskrav = concept in the public sector accounting related to “good economic administration” 
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financial reports, which reduces the comparability between organizations. Despite this fact, the 

commission report suggests to keep the current regulation due to accrual accounting principles.  

 

6 Survey concerning contribution to national infrastructure 

Municipalities and regions sometimes contribute with financing to national infrastructure such 

as national roads and railroad. According to basic accrual accounting principles, the 

contribution should be accounted for as an expense in the actual contribution year. In order not 

to reduce the likelihood of such contribution due to accrual matters, an option has been granted 

in the municipal act to accrue these expenses over a longer time period by accounting for the 

contribution as an asset which is depreciated. The survey shows that there is a great variety 

concerning both the extent to which municipalities and regions contribute to national 

infrastructure and to the extent it is accounted for instantly in the income statement or through 

the balance sheet. No suggestions is presented in the commission report.  

 

7 Valuation 

A change of wording from economic life to useful life with regards to depreciation of assets is 

suggested in the commission report. Another change that is suggested concerns financial assets. 

Financial assets should, according to the commission report, under certain conditions be 

accounted for using fair value which would mean a change from historical cost accounting. 

The change means a transition to the accounting methods used in the private sector. A 

consequence of the suggested change is also an elimination of the possibility to write up the 

value of financial assets. In addition some accounting principles that previously only were 

regulated in the RKR recommendations are suggested to be included in the law, for example 

the methods for valuation of provisions. The rationale for the suggestions is that it would bring 

a more true and fair accounting which more resembles the private sector accounting.  

 

8 Management report 

In the commission report, an account is given concerning the content requirements of the 

management report. Some changes are suggested, for example to exclude the requirements to 

showcase statistics of leave of absence due to illness. The rationale for the suggestion is that a 

similar change has been made in the annual accounts act. 
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9 Consolidated financial statements 

Municipalities and regions can chose to perform their operations through enterprises. In that 

case consolidated financial reports and financial statements should be presented in the annual 

report. It is argued that the consolidated financial statements contain information that is 

necessary to understand the organization and to evaluate it through perspectives such as 

democracy, efficiency and governance. Therefore, it is argued in the commission report, 

regulation about the consolidated financial statements should be part of the new law and not 

only regulated through RKR recommendations. A change of wording from municipal concern 

to municipal group is suggested in the commission report. Further, it is stated that the 

consolidation should be done using either a proportional method (main principle) or the equity 

method (given certain conditions).  

 

10 Interim report 

Municipalities and regions are obliged to present interim reports covering the first six to eight 

months of the year. In the commission report it is suggested that this report should be presented 

to the district council and the auditors within a time frame of two months from end of the 

financial period covered in the interim report. Further, it is suggested that the minimal content 

requirements of the interim report should be put into law.  

 

11 Coalitions 

According to a certain law, 2003:1210, Arbetsförmedlingen, Försäkringskassan, and regions 

or municipalities can form a coalition working with rehabilitation. These coalitions has to 

present annual reports according to the municipal accounting act. The commission report 

suggests that this requirement should be excluded from the law.  

 

12 Compliance with law and recommendations 

The municipal accounting act is a framework law which is complemented with other regulation. 

This is similar to the ÅRL which applies to the private sector corporations. The commission 

report contains a survey of the actual (historic) compliance with law and recommendations. 

The survey shows insufficient compliance with the RKR recommendations. It is argued that 

higher compliance with law and recommendations brings higher quality financial accounting 

which is beneficial from both a democratic and an efficiency perspective as it enables for 

comparability over time and between organizations. Hence, higher compliance is coveted. A 
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means for ensuring higher compliance that is suggested in the report is to showcase the budget 

that is assigned to the auditing department of the municipality/region.  

 

A common means for ensuring compliance is sanctions for violations. There are, at the 

moment, no sanctions for municipalities and regions that fail to comply with law and 

recommendations. The conclusion of the commission report is that there should be no change 

in this matter in the new municipal act. The rationale for this  is that there is no supervisory 

authority that could condemn such a sanction which is an effect of the municipal autonomy 

stated in constitutional law.   

 

13 Separate financial reporting 

Municipalities and regions may conduct operations through corporations. In so doing 

competition on the market may be affected. Therefore, it is argued, the financial statements 

serve as vital sources of information. Typical areas where municipalities and regions compete 

with other providers are public transport, electricity, district heating, and water supply. To 

ensure that municipalities and regions do not have inappropriate advantage in the market 

competition, there are certain requirements of separate financial reporting for these 

operations. To further improve the transparency concerning the separate financial reporting, 

the commission report suggests that the municipalities and regions should disclose 

information in annotation regarding which separate financial reports that has been made.  
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Appendix 2 Referral round organisations 

No 

Organization (Swedish 

name) Organization (English name) 

Responder 

in referral 

round 

Asked to 

respond 

according 

to the 

referral 

document 

1 Riksdagens ombudsmän 

The ombudsman of the 

Parliament yes yes 

2 Riksrevisionen 

The Swedish National Audit 

Office yes yes 

3 Kammarrätten i Stockholm 

Administrative court of appeal 

in Stockholm yes yes 

4 

Förvaltningsrätten i 

Jönköping 

Administrative court in 

Jönköping yes yes 

5 Ekonomistyrningsverket 

The Swedish National 

Financial Management 

Authority 
yes yes 

6 Skatteverket The Swedish Tax Agency yes yes 

7 Bokföringsnämnden 

Swedish Accounting Standards 

Board yes yes 

8 Statistiska centralbyrån Statistics Sweden yes yes 

9 Statskontoret 

The Swedish Agency for 

Public Management yes yes 

10 Konkurrensverket Swedish competition authority yes yes 

11 Riksarkivet National Archives yes yes 

12 Arjeplogs kommun Municipality of Arjeplog yes yes 

13 Bjuvs kommun Municipality of Bjuv yes yes 

14 Borlänge kommun Municipality of Borlänge yes yes 

15 Dals eds kommun Municipality of Dals Ed no yes 

16 Eda kommun Municipality of Eda no yes 

17 Gnosjö kommun Municipality of Gnosjö no yes 

18 Region gotland Region Gotland yes yes 

19 Göteborgs kommun Municipality of Gothenburg yes yes 

20 Helsingborgs kommun Municipality of Helsingborg yes yes 

21 Härnösands kommun Municipality of Härnösand yes yes 

22 Katrineholms kommun Municipality of Katrineholm no yes 

23 Kiruna kommun Municipality of Kiruna yes yes 

24 Knivsta kommun Municipality of Knivsta yes yes 
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25 Kungälvs kommun Municipality of Kungälv no yes 

26 Köpings kommun Municipality of Köping no yes 

27 Lerums kommun Municipality of Lerum no yes 

28 Lomma kommun Municipality of Lomma yes yes 

29 Malmö kommun Municipality of Malmö yes yes 

30 Nacka kommun Municipality of Nacka yes yes 

31 Oskarshamns kommun Municipality of Oskarshamn yes yes 

32 Sandvikens kommun Municipality of Sandviken yes yes 

33 Smedjebackens kommun Municipality of Smedjebacken yes yes 

34 Sollefteå kommun Municipality of Sollefteå yes yes 

35 Stockholms kommun Municipality of Stockholm yes yes 

36 Södertälje kommun Municipality of Södertälje yes yes 

37 Tanums kommun Municipality of Tanum yes yes 

38 Timrå kommun Municipality of Timrå yes yes 

39 Umeå kommun Municipality of Umeå yes yes 

40 Ystads kommun Municipality of Ystad yes yes 

41 Åtvidabergs kommun Municipality of Åtvidaberg yes yes 

42 Ängelholms kommun Municipality of Ängelholm yes yes 

43 Överkalix kommun Municipality of Överkalix no yes 

44 Dalarnas läns landsting Region Dalarna yes yes 

45 Jönköpings läns landsting Region Jönköping yes yes 

46 Norrbottens läns landsting Region Norrbotten no yes 

47 Skåne läns landsting Region Skåne yes yes 

48 

Västra Götalands läns 

landsting Region Western Götaland no yes 

49 Östergötlands läns landsting Region Eastern Götaland yes yes 

50 

FAR (Föreningen för 

auktoriserade revisorer) 

Institute for the accountancy 

profession in Sweden yes yes 

51 

Institutet för kommunal 

ekonomi 

Institute for Municipal 

Economy no yes 

52 

Kommunalekonomernas 

förening 

Association for Municipal 

Economists yes yes 

53 

KFI (kommunforskning i 

Västsverige) 

Organization for research on 

municipalities in western 

Sweden yes yes 

54 KPA pension KPA pension yes yes 

55 

Rådet för 

kommunalekonomisk 

Council for research and 

education in the field of no yes 



61 
 

forskning och utbildning municipal economy 

56 

RKR (Rådet för kommunal 

redovisning) 

Council for municipal 

accounting yes yes 

57 Skandikon Skandikon yes yes 

58 

SKYREV (Sveriges 

kommunala yrkesrevisorer) SKYREV yes yes 

59 

STAREV (samarbetsorgan 

för förtroendevalda revisorer 

i kommuner, landsting och 

regioner) STAREV yes yes 

60 

SKL (Sveriges kommuner 

och landsting) 

SALAR( Swedish Association 

of Local Authorities and 

Regions) yes yes 

61 Svenskt näringsliv 

Confederation of Swedish 

Enterprise yes no 

62 Visita Visita yes no 

63 Linköpings kommun Municipality of Linköping yes no 

64 Örebro kommun Municipality of Örebro yes no 

65 Kommuninvest Kommuninvest yes no 

66 Boden kommun Municipality of Boden yes no 

67 

Institutet för ekonomisk 

forskning 

Institute for Economic 

Research yes no 

68 Kalmar läns landsting Region Kalmar yes no 

69 Stockholms läns landsting Region Stockholm yes no 

70 Västra götalandsregionen Region Western Götaland yes no 

71 Sundsvalls kommun Municipality of Sundsvall yes no 

72 Örnsköldsviks kommun Municipality of Örnsköldsvik yes no 

73 Landstinget västmanland Region Västmanland yes no 

74 Region Örebro Region Örebro yes no 

75 Återvinningsindustrierna Återvinningsindustrierna yes no 

76 Swedbank Swedbank yes no 

77 Svenska vård Svenska vård yes no 

78 Företagarna Företagarna yes no 

 


